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Introduction
Defining the next generation of LeanLaw’s Brand Message
Today, LeanLaw is an effectively

(product sheets, website, etc) are the

performing platform that’s competitively

“apps” that must be compatible with

priced, well-liked with users, and on pace

the operating system in order to work

for record growth. To scale and stand out

effectively.

in the market, there must be total clarity
to target audiences of LeanLaw’s unique

The LeanLaw BrandOS Report is a targeted,

value proposition, and messaging that

qualitative analysis of key competitors

deftly inspires trust, confidence and

that have been strategically selected

action in legal professionals.

to represent the legal billing software
market messaging landscape while also

This exercise is an opportunity to revisit,

maximizing greenfield insights. From

review and refine LeanLaw’s existing

our competitor analysis, interview

brand message, methodically consider

insights and persona research, we’ve

what and how competitors are doing

outlined strategic, actionable and creative

with their digital real estate, and create

recommendations for LeanLaw revised

thoughtful, intentional brand messaging

messaging.

that will set the table for and usher in the
next phase of growth for LeanLaw.

Recommendations have been specifically
developed and curated for the LeanLaw

It takes strategy and creativity to find

brand that are:

the patterns, tease out the nuance and
¼

designed to do just that, using a unique
methodology we’ve developed called the

interviews and independent research

“BrandOS.”

¼

The philosophy behind the Punch

¼

“BrandOS” process is similar to creating
a computer operating system – the
BrandOS serves as the central computing
framework that informs and guides
all brand operations. Collateral items

Rooted in competitive analysis, team

Reasonable to implement in the next
18-36 months
Likely to resonate quickly with our
target personas

We invite your review of the
recommendations in the BrandOS report,
as follows.
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bring that message forth. This report is
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Executive
Summary

Executive Summary
Observed Messaging Themes & Trends

Clear Brand Voice
& Specific Target Persona
Leading-edge brands in the competitive landscape that have both an established market share and an
innovative approach share a strong brand voice that communicates with clarity what “life with us” looks like.
Across the seven competitors analyzed, this is done with varying levels of sophistication and focus.
PracticePanther has an aggressive, no-nonsense brand voice that speaks directly to the attorney and
offers their platform as a way to get the busywork off their plate. Clio also has a practitioner-targeted
message, but it’s less focused on the attorney and instead presents the platform as the #1 tool for any
law firm and team to use to succeed and grow. Similar to Clio, Centerbase promises “Legal Practice
Management Software Your Entire Firm Loves to Use.” puts their UI at the forefront and elevates the idea
that the value of work should be less frustrating.
This direct language and focus of message is in contrast to some of the less impactful brands, like Zola
Suite, Soluno or CosmoLex, which use their websites as a billboards of features and product-centric
headlines, leaving the customer to do the heavy lifting of connecting the dots and imagining the difference
the product could make for their day-to-day.

Future Law Firms
Won’t Fit into Easy Molds
A recurring theme in both interviews and independent research is the tectonic shifts presently happening
in the market around firm operational structures. As a new generation of partners are rethinking how they
want to run their firms, there is also the rise in distributed workforces becoming the norm. In an industry
where what is precedent, what is established, and what has gone before is always front-of-mind, thinking
on these things as it relates to operations is changing for everyone.
Firms are trying on various models and hybrid approaches that borrow from adjacent and unrelated
industries, and decentralized, flat legal firms are becoming both common and desirable for attorneys.
to deliver value better than ever to their clients. Gone are the days where opacity, prestige, and status
were key factors in shaping the firm. Many firms don’t have secretaries or assistants. They have more
meaningful and less transactional relationships with clients. They create systems where they can have a
work life balance that’s flexible to their needs and personal priorities.
Future-forward legal technology will hinge on being able to deliver value in ways that can benefit the firm
no matter how it is structured.
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More than ever before, people are seeking to design a firm that works on their terms and enables them

Executive Summary
Observed Messaging Themes & Trends

Ease of Use and Flexibility
Are Top of Mind for Customers
Perhaps the most significant and repeated theme from LeanLaw customer interviews was the incredible
value and importance they place on speed, efficiency, usability and configurability for these tools. They
expressed little interest in wanting LeanLaw to do much more “functionally” than it does today, and instead
were more interested in being able to do things they’re already doing better, faster and easier in LeanLaw.
This is significant to note, because it shows that customers are less interested in their legal technology
“doing it all” and much more interested in it doing the key things they need done really, really well. This
is a powerful signal toward prioritizing product enhancement efforts, and suggests that overhauling the
product UI to maximize efficiency, enable total customization and make it totally clear for any user to
get their work done will address the customer and market needs more than opening the aperture of the
product scope to adjacent offerings like practice management utilities or flashier features.

Talking At Versus Talking
To the Customer
Many brands talk “at” the customer, versus talking to a specific persona. Unsurprisingly, some of the more
intentionally marketed brands like Clio, PracticePanther and Centerbase seek to have a conversation with the
website visitor. Practically speaking, this means they utilize customer-centric/value-focused headlines that
continually and pointedly answer the “what’s in it for me?” question in their customers’ minds. It also means
that all accompanying visuals answer the other key question for customers such as “is it easy for me?”
Again this is an important nuance, because it allows the sales conversation to be less about going toeto-toe on features and instead keeping the conversation tightly focused on how much and how well the

Target Personas Want to
Understand for Themselves
and Feel Understood
Our research and interview findings further reinforced how important it is to speak plainly and with total
precision to the customer, avoiding buzzwords, industry jargon or other words that could be misinterpreted
or completely misunderstood. Websites are often the beginning of a digital conversation that moves
into the physical world. Speaking with clarity allows us to establish true rapport and understanding at the
very start with the customer, instead of making them feel unsure, out of their depth, not understood or
frustrated by the information being presented to them.
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product delivers value to them.

Executive Summary
Observed Messaging Themes & Trends

Using the Words Customers Do
To Present Solutions
Something interesting observed in both the competitive landscape and repeatedly emerged in the customer
interviews was how little competitors and customers talk about automation. During the customer interviews,
there was little feeling or direct understanding that automation was a primary need or solution to their
most important pain points. The value of what automation brings to firms was viewed by customers, as
“integrations” “automatic tracking” and “eliminating double work”. This was true for both the attorney and
firm administrator personas. Within the competitive landscape, automation is a core value of more innovative
brands like Clio, PracticePanther and Centerbase, like LeanLaw. However, these brands use the word
“automate” quite sparingly and communicate within the lens of end-user and customer value to discuss the
automation capabilities of their platform and products.

Nuances in Beliefs
and Priorities Observed
in Persona Research
It was also clear from customer interviews and competitor research that there are much broader and more
varied degrees of expectations, beliefs and prioritization across target personas. Buyers and operators
have to manage competing internal beliefs around many adjacent topics, such as: reliability of using
Quickbooks for best-in-class accounting; comfort level or understanding of “automation;” amount of
time spent reminding attorneys to timetrack; and amount of effort spent managing the accuracy of
“automated” time tracking tools around billing time. Another interesting point was that personas likely
did not start at software review sites like Capterra or G2 when beginning their search, instead relying on
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firsthand referrals and Google searches to drive initial research.

Executive Summary
Observed Messaging Themes & Trends

Product Clarity & Customer
Enablement Precursors to Scale
As we plan to grow the LeanLaw brand, operational scalability and sustainability are important
considerations to inform which are the right steps at this moment in time for evolving the LeanLaw brand
and moving the company from “good” to “great”.
A piece of the “scalability and sustainability” puzzle is already in process at LeanLaw. Breaking invoicing
out from Quickbooks and into the LeanLaw product will allow LeanLaw to capture significant fees and
grow the bottom line without raising prices. This will also enhance the value and control that LeanLaw
customers will have over making and sending invoices. Customer interviews also revealed that a more
flexible and polished invoice would be very valuable to firms operating in any practice model.
LeanLaw should focus on upstream customer success efforts. From both internal and customer
interviews, it was clear that while the level of personalized customer support was appreciated by
LeanLaw customers, they also wished they didn’t feel like they needed to contact support so much.
As LeanLaw continues to grow, providing the same level of one-on-one customer support that has been
provided in past years will become impossible once the user base grows exponentially.
This offers an opportunity for LeanLaw to rethink these mechanisms in the business to put upstream
solutions in place that mitigate the downstream effects. Upstream solutions can include: better
qualifying and evaluating potential customers early on in the sales process to determine fit and level
of accounting needs; reworking the product UI to make it easier for people to use, find and discover
things in the product; enabling, empowering and equipping customers with on-demand resources like
knowledge bases and tutorial videos; in-product tours and tutorial products to help users in real-time,
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using solutions like Chameleon.

Executive Summary
Observed Messaging Themes & Trends

Product Levels & Bundling
for Varying Customer Needs
Finally, interviews and research indicated there is significant market appetite for and awareness around
the need for use-case based products and add-ons. This would allow users to purchase and experience
a version of LeanLaw that meets them exactly where they are today. For example, a “lite” version of the
product and/or role-based product views would let the user turn on and off the level of detail or complexity
visible in the product. Bundling for the firm model (solo/startup, fully-distributed, hybrid, modern, traditional,
etc) and permitting firms to purchase add-ons that make sense for them (such as LAP or dedicated
accountant) would set customers up for success in ways that benefit the customer and the business.
Models like this would grant more choice and enable customers to put proper methods and processes for
operating their firm in place from Day One while creating logical ways to upsell after purchase.

Speak to the Job-to-be-Done,
Not the Features
In our customer interviews and from reading customer reviews on legal technology products throughout
the market landscape, there is a common wish that is consistent across every persona: Make it Easy
to Do My Job. From a messaging and impact perspective, this is the most critical takeaway from our
BrandOS research. There is no “on perspective” or “type” when it comes to LeanLaw customers – they
are made up of varying personas who have varied levels of comfort with technology and the tool. They
also have vastly different goals/motivations and priorities, place dramatically different value on their time,
dramatically different tolerance for technology issues, etc.
Whether it’s an operator who is used to clunky software but wants to get it right, or an attorney who just
needs to track their time and move on with their day, the outcome is one: Just Let Me Do The Thing Right
& Let Me Do It Fast. At the end of the day, customers should feel total confidence that they can “Get it
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Done in LeanLaw”

Key Takeaways

Strong, Resonant Brand
Personality is Key

Modern Law Firms Want
Flexibility & Usability
Most

Sell the Real-World
Solution Versus Hawk the
Product Potential

Showcase Practical Value
to the Customer Instead
of Features

Nail the Fundamentals
for Firms First Before
Promising Them More

Target Website Messaging
to the Firm Administrator
& Attorneys

Making the Customer the Hero and LeanLaw the Guide
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for Messaging Development
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COMPETITIVE
ANALYSIS

Representative Competitive Landscape

For this analysis, we’ve selected a representative
sample of brands, which includes direct competitors to
LeanLaw’s core offerings, as well as adjacent market
offerings that offer valuable insight and messaging
that we can glean understanding and borrow from.
Through this, we developed messaging and brand
identity recommendations that position LeanLaw as a
market-defining industry leader.
Choosing companies in this way – as opposed to
analyzing only direct competitors – is strategic,
because it helps us aggregate, distill and stitch
together a market landscape “branding spectrum.”

brand messaging

Emerging market leader with a focus on
ease of use and automation

Emerging market leader that touts
“no Quickbooks needed”

All-in-One Solution with
momentum/strong market hold

Cloud-focused, comprehensive platform
with strong reviews

From this place of understanding, we can best observe
key branding trends and arrive at an actionable
understanding for how market brands currently
position their own platform offerings, talk about similar
features, and speak to their customers. The resulting
view is both comprehensive and high fidelity on
what’s common, what’s outlier, and what’s needed
for brand messaging to truly stand out to customers,
while fitting into the solutions domain.

All in one solution with momentum/strong market
hold and focus on cloud

Not direct competitor but offers strategic messaging
and persona insight
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The market for legal
billing and practice
management
software is both
broad and niche.

Capterra fan favorite and leading edge

Competitive Analysis

CLIO
What they do really well:

Weaknesses

• Clio confidently presents themselves as the
unrivalled leader and innovator in the space,
offering a breadth of solutions and resources
to help “usher in the next generation of law”
for firms of any size

• Little focus on reporting and analytics capabilities
and primary emphasis on the ease of use/day-today utility accessibility of the product

Brand Strengths

• Clio has a bank of resources in a series called “The
Client-Centered Law Firm” that offers green firms
a clear path to scale and underscores their role as
the champion and enabler of innovative and futureforward law firms. Combined with their free trial and
webinars, they do a great job of making customers
feel – prior to talking to a salesperson – as if there
is plenty of support available if they need it

• Strong emphasis on the mission driving the brand
to support their messaging and the pillars of value
woven into the platform.
• Tons of third party validation and social proof from
testimonials

Hidden Gem

COMPANY VISION / VALUE PROP
Committed to building cloud-based and clientcentered technology that will transform the legal
experience for all. Centralizing and simplifying
business operations for law firms. Creating new
solutions for lawyers to better serve their clients.
Enabling law firms to better communicate and
collaborate between staff and with clients, wherever
they are located.

 www.clio.com
© COPYRIGHT 2021 PUNCH & LEANLAW
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Competitive Analysis

CLIO
Brand Promise

Primary Sales Message

Centralized and simplified business operations for
law firms.

Clio helps you make everything your firm does
easier, faster, more efficient and better.

Platform / Product Components
Available Products

Platform Tools

` Clio Grow

` Case and Matter Management

` Client intake and Legal CRM

` Time Tracking and Calendaring

` Clio Manage

` Document Management

` Case and matter management

` Reporting & Analytics

` Billing and payments
` Clio Suite
` Clio Grow + Clio Manage

Key Features
Fast, easy client intake

Case management & Document Storage

` Sharable intake forms with personalized fields that
automatically capture and organize information

` Customizable fields for case management details

` Ability to automate entire intake process

` Unifies case details and links every contact, task,
invoice and document to each matter

Streamline Scheduling, Payments & Client Review
` Easy consultation scheduling
` Integrated payments and banking
` Identifies duplicate clients/conflicts of interest
` Ability to automate intake documents and email
reminders
` Start-to-finish e-signature-based retainer agreements

` Real-time updates to Matter Timelines

` Automated document creation with advanced editing,
e-sign, and full automation that pulls directly from
case records
` Unlimited creation and storage of documents within
Clio
` Integrations with 200+ apps, plus Outlook GSuite and
Dropbox
Billing & Payments
` Time and expense tracking
` Brand, customize and track invoices in any billing
structure and tailor payment profiles to improve
collections
` Sync with 3rd-party accounting systems
` Accept card payments, collect payments into trust
accounts and accept payment for multiple bills at a
single time
` Dashboard views of firm financials with billable
hours, accounts receivable, firm revenue, key tasks,
upcoming appts, etc in a single dashboard vieww

© COPYRIGHT 2021 PUNCH & LEANLAW
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Competitive Analysis

CLIO
Differentiators
` Comprehensive platform

` 200+ integrated apps

` Easy to use, easy to set up, easy to scale

` Monthly releases of product enhancements

` Enterprise-grade data security

` 99.9% uptime guarantee

` Award-winning customer support, round-the-clock
weekday support

` Lawyer/firm app

` Free onboarding and migrations

` Network of bar partnerships and nonprofit work via
Clio Academic Access Program

` Automated updates

` Google search integrated scheduling and booking

` Clio referral network

Brand Style & Voice/How They Speak to the Customer
` Clio has a strong and resonant brand that has a distinctly “service-first” feel. Clio’s brand voice is informal,
straightforward, friendly, accessible and empowering.
` Clio is mission-forward and demonstrates authentic belief in the success and ability of their customer in all it’s
messaging.
` Tone of content and style of messaging makes the customer feel like Clio can not only help them succeed, but they
actually want to see it happen.

Market Positioning/Framing
` Clio is laser-focused on communicating what
customers can do with the platform and spends
little time explaining how it works or the nitty-gritty
details behind the platform. This approach and
philosophy extends beyond the text content. Clio’s
platform views and product visuals are all very basic
and/or abstract views that simply serve to underscore
the general value proposition of the content vs explain
in detail or “prove” what is being said in the text.

© COPYRIGHT 2021 PUNCH & LEANLAW

` Clio is keenly focused on getting people to test
drive or experience the platform in some way as
soon as possible. From the on-demand demos to the
customer stories and other visual resources on the
site, they want people to experience the product for
themselves.
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Competitive Analysis

CLIO
Target Market/Niche
Firm Types

Defined Target Personas

` Solo practitioners

` Partners

` Small firms

` IT Managers

` Mid-sized & large firms

` Paralegals

Targeted Practice Areas
` Civil litigation
` Criminal defense

` Associates
` Administrative staff
` Accountants

` Estate planning
` Family law
` Personal injury
` Real estate

Website Focus
` Client-centered law firm guides/language
` Law firm ‘innovation’ and testing
` Customer success stories
` Resources for firm innovation, remote work, freelance law practices, etc

Aesthetic/Visual Style
` Clio has a bright color palette and enterprise software design style that matches the leading-edge and innovationforward brand messaging.
` Brand graphics are primarily abstract, geometric shapes or abstract product/platform views and paired with clean,
typographic heavy messaging.
` Minimal photography used apart from customer success stories. When photography is used, it’s full-color bright
photography that always feels real and human.

Third party Validation/Marketed Social Proof
` Dozens of customer success stories/ testimonials
` Customer case study videos
` PDF case studies
` Approved by 66+ bar associations & law societies
` ABA strategic partnerships

© COPYRIGHT 2021 PUNCH & LEANLAW
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Competitive Analysis

CLIO
Featured Metrics
` Trusted by over 150,000 legal professionals
` 200+ integrated apps
` Clio, the world’s #1 legal practice management software

Key Headlines & Messaging Themes
` With Clio, you can run your law firm from one central
place
` Clio is a foundation for your firm, a home base, a
command center, and a competitive advantage
` Clio helps you make everything your firm does easier
` It’s easy to use and quick to set up
` Help your law firm get organized and practice more
efficiently
` Technology to make everyone’s job easier
` For small firms making a big impact
` Prioritize billable work and ensure nothing gets
missed
` Run your practice your way
` Acquire new clients more efficiently than before
` Generate new business with Clio

Repeated Words/Phrases

` Simplify the client intake process with automated
appointments, welcome emails and document
requests
` Offer new clients flexible ways to engage with
your small firm—like online portals, e-signatures,
alternative fee arrangements and more
` Peace of mind for everyone in your firm
` Bring everything you’re already doing into a single,
streamlined system
` When you run your firm on Clio, you enjoy your work
more and save time and money with happier clients
` Transform the way your law firm operates
` The #1 software for lawyers
` Law is complicated enough—simplify managing your
firm

Website Lead Gen/CTAs

` Easy to use and quick to set up

` Chatbot

` Grow & manage your practice from anywhere
` Retain clients remotely

` Robust customer success stories from all types of
firms

` Streamline

` On-demand demo

` Fast

` Use case webinars – watch how law firms use Clio

` Easy
` Efficient
` One place
` Paid faster
` Automation
` How you work
` Faster
` Way you want
` Understand and improve
` Get organized
` Practice more efficiently
© COPYRIGHT 2021 PUNCH & LEANLAW
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Competitive Analysis

CLIO
Website Resources/Customer Success Efforts
` Work From Home (Remote Resources)
` Legal Trends Report (Yearly Report + Industry Research)
` Start a Law Firm (Gated eBook/Guide)
` Compare Clio (Competitor Comparison SEO page)
` CLE Credits (Continuing Legal Education Eligible Events)
` Webinars (On Demand Webinar Recordings)
` Blog
` Resource Library
` Case Studies
` Guides
` Infographics
` One-Pagers
` Events/Experiences
` On-Demand Webinars (Recorded Video Tutorials & Customer Events)
` Professional Services Sessions (Recorded Video Webinars)
` Quick Start Onboarding Event Registration
` Upcoming Webinar Events Registration

Messaging Bottom Line:

Clio provides innovative solutions that make it easier for lawyers to enjoy their
work and better serve their clients.

© COPYRIGHT 2021 PUNCH & LEANLAW
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Competitive Analysis

Zola Suite
What they do really well:

Weaknesses

• Zola Suite’s website is packed with content to
answer virtually any question you could have about
their platform before you engage with the product.

• Dated design aesthetic and early 2000’s branding.

Brand Strengths
• While they do offer a free trial and personal demo
available on request, Zola Suite has an educationfirst sales message that’s feature-focused. The
comprehensiveness and utility of the platform are
emphasized to “sell” and inform the visitor as much
as possible before they engage with the sales team.

• Zola’s customer success and testimonials are
perhaps too focused on dollar-to-feature value
and the “everything I wanted” message, which is in
contrast to the “grow your practice” message that
other competitors like Clio use. Overly bottom-line
focused messaging could invite a customer base
that is looking to “get their money’s worth” vs
“grow with Zola Suite” and be a drain on support
team and/or negatively customer value perception.

Hidden Gem
• Fully loaded mobile app experience for practice
management from anywhere, complete with 2FA
client portal security.

ABOUT THE COMPANY
The legal industry’s most robust, cloud-based
financial management system, Zola Suite gives
firms powerful matter-centric billing and legal
accounting capabilities.

 www.zolasuite.com
© COPYRIGHT 2021 PUNCH & LEANLAW
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Competitive Analysis

Zola Suite
About the Company
` Zola Suite’s main product is legal billing software with
powerful time and billing, and complete accounting
features that maximize efficiency and revenue. Key
capabilities include more than 11 ways to create time
entries and the ability to generate highly customizable
and visually beautiful invoices.
` Support for UTBMS codes and LEDES invoicing.

Brand Promise
` Zola Suite gives you the power of one solution to
manage every action taken in every case.

` Advanced reports that provide real-time visibility
across the firm’s practice without relying on
integrations with outside accounting applications.
` Download account activity from major financial
institutions.
` Create accounts payable checks as well as trust
checks, process payments, perform batch billing and
much more.

Primary Sales Message
` The end-to-end practice management platform that
delivers a single source of truth.

Platform/Product Components
` Matter management

` Time and billing

` Email Integration

` Complete Business Accounting

` Contact Management & CRM

` Trust Accounting

` Task Management

` Settlement Management

` Client portal with 2FA

` Financial Tools and Reporting

© COPYRIGHT 2021 PUNCH & LEANLAW
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Competitive Analysis

Zola Suite
Key Product Features
CRM
` Prospect & Intake Management

Billing & Accounting
` Sophisticated Timekeeping and Billing

` Leads from your website are automatically entered into
Zola

` 10+ different ways to automatically create
time entries

` Track lead source and generate reports

` Industry-leading billing features including
LEDES, split and consolidated invoices

` Integration with intake forms and retainer agreements
Practice Management
` Matter Management
` Robust matter dashboards with full detail drilldown
` Custom fields and custom matter lists with configurable
columns and filters
` Matter-level access restrictions
` Intelligent (Built-In) Email Management
` Automatic association of matter-related contacts and
files to the relevant matter
` Email-to-tasks conversion on click

` Batch invoicing & automated workflows
` Trust and Complete Business Accounting
` End-to-End Accounting -general ledger,
ability to issue checks, create journal
entries and batch-apply payments
` Download bank and credit card activity from
over 5000 institutions
` Advanced reporting including Financial
Statements, Compensation, WIP and
Productivity
` Full QuickBooks Online Integration

` Automatically track time and create time entries while
messaging
` Document Management & Automation
` Automatic and manual document versioning
` Tagging, foldering and commenting
` Work with files directly from Microsoft 365 and more
through zDrive
` Calendar
` Case-centric calendaring
` Rules-based calendaring
` Task Management
` Assign tasks to one or more team members, attach docs
and set deadlines with reminders
` Task-templates for predefined procedures
` Notifications when assigned tasks are not completed by
due date

© COPYRIGHT 2021 PUNCH & LEANLAW
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Competitive Analysis

Zola Suite
Differentiators
` Cloud-based end-to-end practice management
software solution

` Flexible task management

` Create configurable matter views

` Cloud-based document management with integration
to Microsoft programs

` Robust timekeeping, accounting and billing features

` Calendar integration with native plugins

` LEDES billing

` Client portal with 2FA on invite

` Split originating reports

` Email plugin

` Trust accounting and three-way reconciliation

` SOC 2 Compliant

` Trust checks

` Legal Organization Member Discounts

` Fully loaded mobile app experience for practice
management from anywhere
` Create and review time entries
` Create and review matters
` Send and receive emails…and save directly to
matters
` Scan business cards with auto-OCR
` Scan multi-page documents with auto-crop

Brand Style & Voice

Market Positioning/ Framing

` Zola Suite’s messaging style puts the “brand” in the
backseat with features-focused content

` End-to-End Practice Management that’s Built for the
Business of Law

` Messaging has a decidedly 2000’s era software sales
style

` Cloud-based, end-to-end practice management
software with CRM, email, task management, matter
management, accounting and billing and calendar
utilities
` One login, one place to manage your entire practice
` Only end-to-end cloud solution with a SOC 2 audit

Target Market/Niche
` Small and mid-sized law firms

Website Focus
` Everything on Zola Suite’s website is about what the
customer can do with their product
` Graphics and visuals are focused on product and
dashboard views
` Zola Suite is here to show and convince you they’ve
got everything you could possibly need or want
` Zola Suite has a “more is more” messaging
approach, with every single feature, trick and
product bell and whistle laid out on the website

© COPYRIGHT 2021 PUNCH & LEANLAW
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Competitive Analysis

Zola Suite
Third party validation / Social Proof

Online Review Sites

` An all-inclusive package at a great value

` Capterrra

` The software is very intuitive making the transition
from other software a snap

` G2
` TechnoLawyer

` Zola Suite was the answer I was looking for – big firm
software functionality at a reasonable price.
` SOC 2 Compliant

Featured Metrics
` 10+ different ways to automatically create time
entries

` Zola Suite gives you the power of one solution to
manage every action taken in every case.

` Download bank and credit card activity from over
5000 institutions

` One Complete, Easy-to-Use Platform.
` One Set of Login Credentials. One Monthly Bill.
` Access to your entire practice at your fingertips
` Stay in Control of Your Legal Practice on the go
` Does it really make sense to have your billing and
accounting in separate applications?

Words/Themes

Lead Gen/CTAs

` The power of one

` Free Trial

` Supercharge your practice

` Webinars

` Data security

` Demo Request

` Best-In-Class Matter & Email Management

` Direct sales line phone number

` Sophisticated Billing & Accounting

` Prominent competitor comparison page

` The Most Robust Reporting in the Cloud

Resources / Customer Success
` No resource section on the website – likely because
the pages within the website are comprehensive and
detailed enough to not warrant one

Aesthetic / Visual Style
` Text-heavy, product-focused, no photography
` Limited, dated color palette

` Competitor comparison page
` Pricing page

Messaging Bottom Line:

Zola Suite is the most comprehensive legal management solution out there, with
all the features, apps and security you could ever want.

© COPYRIGHT 2021 PUNCH & LEANLAW
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Competitive Analysis

PracticePanther
What they do really well:

Weaknesses

• Communicating in an instant that PracticePanther
understands exactly what lawyers need with
minimal explanation. After each “we get you” value
prop, they use the next breath/sentence to show
exactly how they make life easier and better while
solving that exact problem.

• Testimonials are generic and don’t convey the
same authenticity of the marketing content

Brand Strengths
• Really great one-liners that get to the heart of
what lawyers care about and establish instant
rapport. PracticePanther is hyper focused on
making and delivering on a series of promises
they make on the website

Hidden Gem/Nice Move
• In the legal world, PracticePanther uses “no BS,”
instantly understandable language to establish
rapport and show the value for law firms. They
understand their audience is busy and really needs
to be somewhere and get stuff done. Because of
this, the website runs alongside the visitor and gives
them the bottom-line no matter where you look.

• Practice Panther has little concern with explaining
what they do – they are all about talking to the
customer and letting them know that everything
they really care about has been built into the
PracticePanther platform

ABOUT THE COMPANY
PracticePanther helps lawyers get more done
in less time. Our technology streamlines your
workflows, supercharges your profits, and helps
you increase client satisfaction. We make it easier
and faster to practice law. Our mission is to make
the lives of lawyers and paralegals easier. We help
lawyers have time to practice more and manage
less with our legal practice management software
that’s designed with you and your firm in mind.
We’re here to listen. We’re more than a legal tech
company, we’re your partner in success.

 www.practicepanther.com
© COPYRIGHT 2021 PUNCH & LEANLAW
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Competitive Analysis

PracticePanther
Brand Promise
` Law practice management software made easy

Primary Sales Message
` Automate your firm and get more done in less time
with PracticePanther.

Platform/Product Components & Features
Seamless Case Management
` Legal-focused CRM
` Calendaring
` Contacts & Matters
` Organize case management details and never skip
a beat
` Workflow Management
` Run a tight ship by assigning and tracking internal
to dos.
` Cloud Storage
` Automatically secure and backup data in real-time
from anywhere.

Simplified Legal Billing
` PantherPayments
` Best-in-class payment technology with industrylow pricing, in app functionality and 100%
compliant with ABA and IOLTA
` Time & Expense Tracking
` Track billable time and expenses from any device.
` eSignature
` Document signing made easy
` Trust Accounting
` Avoid audits and accurately track trust account
balances.
Strategic Automation
` Batch Document Creation
` Generate and edit legal documents from A to Z in
bulk.
` Client Intake
` Use innovative tagging to uncover progressive data
insights.
` Automatic Reminders
` Get invoices paid on time through automated client
reminders.

Key Differentiators
` Library of OOT integrations that make migrating,
syncing, retrieving and connecting tools easy

` Powerful tagging features to manage and mine firm
and client data

` Secure, in-app payment technology

` Automated invoicing and reminders

` Super simple UI that can be configured and tuned for
more complexity

` Calendaring with legal calendar app integrations
` Strong security & encryption with CAPTCHA

` Trust accounting
` Cross-device time and expense tracking

© COPYRIGHT 2021 PUNCH & LEANLAW
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Competitive Analysis

PracticePanther
Third party validation / Social Proof

Online Review Sites

Brand Style & Voice
` Strong brand voice with bottom line-focused
messaging strategy and a conversational, peer-topeer tone.

` PracticePanther positions themselves as the smart,
savvy choice for busy professionals who want to
streamline their lives to get more done.

` PracticePanther is speaking directly to the
practitioner and makes it clear that they “truly get”
the real priorities and concerns of real lawyers.
PracticePanther then directly ties their platform
features and functionality to meeting those needs.

` PracticePanther isn’t about being seen as fancy or
high-end. They lead with practicality, ease of use and
simplicity as king.

Target Market/Niche
` Targets professionals who care deeply about their
careers, professional performance and who want to
make sure that practice management doesn’t ever
get in the way or slow them down as they run towards
their goals

© COPYRIGHT 2021 PUNCH & LEANLAW

` A handle of platform views that adequately
demonstrates the cross-device utility and simplicity
of the platform without diving in too deep with
specifics.
` PracticePanther’s website is calibrated for the depth
and content of “due diligence”, providing a strong
practitioner-focused sales message, clear social
proof, and easy ways to quickly vet and engage with
the product, in just a few minutes.
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Competitive Analysis

PracticePanther
Featured Metrics
` Tens of thousands of legal professionals using the
platform
` 256-bit military grade encryption

Key Headlines
` Join the tens of thousands of legal professionals who
manage their complex and fast-moving cases without
a hitch.
` Masterfully manage your firm’s financials to ensure
nothing slips through the cracks.
` Use technology that works just as hard as you do
` We’ve integrated your favorite apps into
PracticePanther so as soon as you walk through our
door. They’re waiting for you to get started.
` We help you do right by your clients and get you home
for dinner on time. Win-win.
` You didn’t go to law school to get swamped with
paperwork. Pass all of that over to us.
` Law practice management software features that will
help you get more done, faster.

Words/Themes
` Reduce non-billable hours.

` Just as safe as your online bank.

` Avoid communication mishaps.

` Powered by Box.com.

` Rest easy knowing all is safe and sound.

` Access from secure locations.

` Access need-to-know data anytime, anywhere.

` Never miss another appointment.

` Do a lot of the same — effortlessly.

` Never miss a deadline again.

` Grow your firm.

` Add court rulesets and deadlines in one click.

` Go paperless, quadruple your options.

` Clients pay on time.

` Cozy up to templates and gain hours of your life
back.

` Your money, on your terms.

` Game-changing modern collaboration.

` Sync with everything you know and love.

` Multiple ways to get paid.

Lead Gen/CTAs
` Free trial
` Demo request with direct calendar signup
` Chabot

© COPYRIGHT 2021 PUNCH & LEANLAW
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Competitive Analysis

PracticePanther
Resources / Customer Success
Resources
` SEO pages and guides
` Online websinars and live stream recordings
` Training videos
` Whitepapers

Aesthetic / Visual Style
` Strong, bright color palette
` Simple, bold SaaS style website
` Dashboard and product-centric visuals
` Large typographic styling that puts content to the
forefront
` Minimal to no photography

Messaging Bottom Line:

PracticePanther helps lawyers get more done in less time. Our technology
streamlines your workflows, supercharges your profits, and helps you increase
client satisfaction. We make it easier and faster to practice law.

© COPYRIGHT 2021 PUNCH & LEANLAW
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Competitive Analysis

Soluno
What they do really well:

Weaknesses

• Soluno makes it clear upfront that they hold a key
piece that’s often a gap in other “comprehensive
legal solutions” — a really robust billing,
accounting, banking and financial functionality

• Visuals are very dated, circa early 2000’s

Brand Strengths

Hidden Gem/Nice Move

• Connects the dots on the role that accounting
plays in a firm’s financial success

• Highlights the “run the front end and the backend
in the same system” as a key sell

• Cloud is marketed as a key sell, which is industrystandard with competitive tools

• They’re the only comprehensive solutions provider
reviewed that has an emphasis on financial and
productivity reporting

ABOUT THE COMPANY
Soluno’s complete set of financial and matter
management features and best-in-class
trust accounting puts all your firm’s essential
functions in one place – no need for additional
accounting packages.

 www.soluno.legal
© COPYRIGHT 2021 PUNCH & LEANLAW
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Competitive Analysis

Soluno
Brand Promise
` The new standard for legal accounting.

` From entry to invoice, running your law firm’s
business is easy with Soluno.

Platform/Product Components & Features
` Case & contact management
` Time & expense tracking
` Billing
` Dynamic templates
` Configurable billing system
` Split billing
` Advanced Invoicing
` Professional and easy-to-read client invoices.
` Automatically reconcile expense entries to your
invoices.
` Easily break out service charges that are
neither fees nor expenses on your invoice.

` Accounting
` Produce deposit slips and process bank feed
information.
` Automatically smart-match entries with bank
feeds and deposit slips.
` Easily identify and add missing charges.
` Produce three-way bank reconciliation reports.
` Track bank errors separately to help resolve entry
discrepancies.
` Trust banking
` Finance & productivity reporting

` Split-billing invoices only show the history
relevant to a specific client.
` Clients belonging to multiple files or splitbilling groups receive a single, collated invoice
with a summary page.
` Create hard-copy or electronic invoices.

Key Differentiators
` All-inclusive legal accounting solution

` Productivity/financial reporting and dashboards

` Complete set of financial and matter management
features

` Advanced Banking features

` Best-in-class trust accounting

` Advanced Invoicing

` Drag and Drop external entry import

` Cloud-based, secure software
` Open API and 8 OOT integrated apps

Third party validation/Social Proof

© COPYRIGHT 2021 PUNCH & LEANLAW
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Competitive Analysis

Soluno
Brand Style & Voice
` Straightforward, pragmatic and traditional sales tone
of voice
` Soluno doesn’t present a personality or attempt to
speak with a particular tone of voice

Market Positioning/Platform Framing
` Soluno makes it clear that they are accounting
professionals and have the advanced features that
people who understand the complexities of legal
billing know they need to run the firm.
` Soluno presents itself as a niche and functional tool
for specific legal accounting needs, without trying to
make the pitch that they are simple, intuitive or easy

Target Market/Niche
` Mid-size and large law firms switching from
legacy systems like PCLaw who understand their
accounting needs and are looking for a cloud-based
solution with the advanced banking and billing
features they need

Featured Metrics

Website Focus
` Soluno has a lean website and minimal copy, with the
clear goal of driving site visitors to request a demo
and speak directly to their sales team
` Website content focuses on communicating the
specific niche accounting features that differentiate
them in the market and does not spend space to
discuss the more ubiquitous features of their platform

Key Headlines

` 100+ fully-customizable reports

` Everything your law firm needs.

` 5-star support

` Work securely from anywhere.

` Free matter-history conversions

` Create a seamless workflow.

` Three-way bank reconciliation reports.

` Build a smarter practice.
` Getting started is easy.

Lead Gen/CTAs
` Live Demo Request

Resources / Customer Success
` Blog
` Customer Training

` Click to open chat bot

Aesthetic / Visual Style
` Early 2000’s design aesthetic with heavy use of
standard stock photography

` Recorded training lessons

` No platform or product views on the site

` Video tutorials

` Illustrative and iconographic visual style

` Personalized training available on request

Messaging Bottom Line:

Accounting is the foundation all law firms are built on. Soluno's full suite of
features empowers yours to reach new heights.
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Competitive Analysis

CosmoLex
Main Sell

Weaknesses

• Cloud Convenience Without Compromise –
Integrated legal practice management, billing,
and accounting solution with strong accounting
features

• Dated website

Brand Belief

Hidden Gem / Nice Move

• Using a separate billing and accounting system
is problematic for law firms, and often leads to
duplicate data entry and an error-prone, complex
data sync between the programs. Additionally,
maintaining bar association compliance with a
general accounting program such as QuickBooks
presents persistent challenges.

• “New Feature Request” page and intake form
prominently featured on the site

Brand Strengths

• Little visualizations or explanation of reporting
features

• Starting a new law firm page
• “Moving from a manual setup to a total solution”
page
• CosmoLex vs Tabs3 (who owns CosmoLex)
comparison page – good SEO and connects the
dots for existing Tab3 customers

• Communicate the value behind their single
platform – that QuickBooks + another tool is
inferior to an all-in-one solution that’s built for legal
accounting
• Lots of accounting-specific customer reviews
• Simple and low-cost pricing

ABOUT THE COMPANY
CosmoLex is cloud-based law practice
management software that integrates trust &
business accounting, time tracking, billing, email &
document management, and tasks & calendaring,
in a single application.

 www.cosmolex.com
© COPYRIGHT 2021 PUNCH & LEANLAW
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Competitive Analysis

CosmoLex
Brand Promise
` Everything Your Law Firm Needs, All in One Place.

Primary Sales Message
` The #1 Cloud Software for Legal Practice
Management No QuickBooks® Required. Trusted by
Thousands of Law Firms.

Platform/Product Components & Features
` Legal Billing & Payments

` Trust Accounting

` Time & Expense capture

` Built-in trust accounting

` Legal Billing

` Audit-ready reconciliations

` Payments

` Comprensive trust reports

` Business Accounting

` Practice Management

` Law office accounting

` Calendar & task management

` Credit card processing

` Email management

` Bank reconciliations

` Document management

` Accounts payable

` Secure client portal

` Fee collections & revenue distribution

Key Differentiators
` Mobile-friendly time tracking that syncs across
devices

` Hard and soft cost / direct and indirect cost tracking

` “Money Finder” that scans practice management
records for unbilled but completed events and alerts
you in the dashboard

` All support, training, and on-boarding are provided
by our local in-house team.

` Contextual billing – track timecards to activity
categories

` Simple, All-inclusive Pricing

` Customer Support is Always Free

` Enterprise-grade security and compliance
` No Long-term Contracts
` Used By Thousands Of Firms

Third party validation & Social Proof
` Customer testimonials throughout site

` ABA affiliations / Bar Affinity Partnerships

Brand Style & Voice
` CosmoLex has an educational but simple brand
voice that specifically speaks to the distinct features
they know their end user is searching for while also
serving up the top line “why us” selling points that
the accountant or bookkeeper needs to onboard key
internal stakeholders for this software buy
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` CosmoLex focuses the value of their platform on
extreme efficiency from reducing duplicative work.
They also minimize the compliance and entry errors
that result in wasted time and other problems
` CosmoLex is clearly targeting firms that have
identified the problems of accounting and billing
living in separate systems and the efficiencies that
can be gained from creating a controlled ecosystem
for financial activity
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Competitive Analysis

CosmoLex
Target Market/Niche
` Law firms who understand and place critical value
on accounting and billing integration and utility – a
true technical and practitioner-focused tool meant
for skilled bookkeepers, office managers and
accountants

Website Focus
` CosmoLex takes an “educational” messaging stance
and focuses their explainer video on a highly technical
but key differentiator for their target audience –
seamless connection and unified management of
billing and accounting activities in a single platform

Featured Metrics
` What you want

` Over 100 reporting options help you analyze your
firm’s performance and boost your bottom line.

` Flexible

` Words/Themes

` Compliance

` Efficiency

` Reduce errors

` Combine accounting & billing

` Save time

` Avoid duplication

` Less manual

` Accounting-focused legal billing

Lead Gen/CTAs
` Schedule a Demo

` Explainer Video

` Free 14-day Trial

Resources/Customer Success

Aesthetic/Visual Style

` Explainer Video

` Colorful palette, slightly dated but feels fairly modern

` Competitor Comparison Pages

` Shows dashboard product views across devices to
underscore cloud and software features

Messaging Bottom Line:

Thousands of law firms have switched to CosmoLex as it is the only cloud-based
practice management software with built-in compliant legal accounting (no
QuickBooks® required). The one price, one login CosmoLex system eliminates
the constant struggle of juggling multiple platforms to handle law practice
management, billing, and accounting. CosmoLex also includes built-in LawPay
with no fixed monthly fee. CosmoLex offers everything you need to run your
entire law practice.
Additional Insights
` Messaging is highly framed, almost as if they are making sure that site visitors who are doing their diligence can
see and easily jot down exactly what they need in their vendor eval checklist to give to decision makers

© COPYRIGHT 2021 PUNCH & LEANLAW
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Competitive Analysis

Centerbase
What they do really well:

Hidden Gem/Nice Move

• Believably communicate the robustness of their
platform while showing how easy it is to use the
product.

• They market their prerecorded, on demand demo
as a “condensed demo”. This is smart for busy
site visitors to reduce friction to experience and
learn more about the tool. In the market, homepage
explainer videos and demo videos average 7-14
minutes.

Brand Strengths
• Strong, modern visual aesthetic
• Practitioner-focused messaging that connects
the dots of every feature to a customer benefit or
value-based outcome

• The product updates page is a nice way to show
value to existing users and provide potential
customers with validation and proof that the
product is always being updated, engineered and
enhanced for users.

Weaknesses
• For all the good rapport that their messaging and
customer success stories offer, the site and brand
is a little sanitized and impersonal. This feels
out of alignment with the “white-glove customer
experience” and high-touch support message that
is also presented on the site.

ABOUT THE COMPANY
Centerbase is a legal practice management
platform that includes robust billing features and
fully integrated accounting, all from the cloud. Our
goal is to equip law firms with the tools they need
to capture more time, get paid faster, and serve
their clients better. Centerbase is more than just a
legal software; it’s the heartbeat of your firm. It’s
where the people you need, the information you
share, and the data you use to make decisions
come together to get things done.

 www.centerbase.com
© COPYRIGHT 2021 PUNCH & LEANLAW
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Competitive Analysis

Centerbase
Brand Promise
` Legal Practice Management Software Your Entire
Firm Loves to Use

Primary Sales Message
` A legal time + billing, accounting, and practice
management platform that’s powerful, easy to use
and totally tailored to how your firm operates.

Platform/Product Components & Features
` Billing & Accounting

` Document Management

` Legal billing

` Secure storage

` Financial reporting

` Document sharing

` Built-in accounting

` Email management

` Practice Management

` Client Experience

` Matter management

` Secure client portal

` Calendaring

` In-app text messaging

` Timekeeping

` Seamless client intake

Key Differentiators

Online Review Sites

` Integrated accounting and billing (no need for
QuickBooks)

` White Glove Data Migration and Implementation
Service

` Strong integrations for all the biggest tools most
firms use (Microsoft Office, LawPay, LawToolBox,
NetDocuments)

` Dedicated Client Support Team
` Detailed Support Resources and Client Community

Third party validation/Social Proof
` ALA Business Partner

Brand Style & Voice
` Centerbase uses a brand voice that has a level of
familiarity and camaraderie to it.
` With every feature or “benefit” that’s presented on
the website, Centerbase makes an equal, distinct
promise to the customer surrounding the claim.
` Example: Better Legal Billing Software Speed up
your legal billing and get paid faster.
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` Best Law Management Practice Software 2020 on
Capterra

Market Positioning/Platform Framing
` Centerbase promises power and ease in a single
platform. They want to come across to buyers as the
sophisticated software solution that does everything
you really need for your accounting and billing
activities. For example, they are a highly configurable
and technical product that also makes life easier for
everyone. It is easy to use and automates or quickly
generates things ad hoc.
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Competitive Analysis

Centerbase
Target Market/Niche

Website Focus

` Mid-size to large firms with established
departments and technical operators

` Centerbase has a “condensed” demo that takes center
stage on the website. Whether the video is viewed
or ignored, there is a gif of key features that runs to
immediately engage the visitor with the simplicity of the
platform and demonstrate how various functions are
navigated in the product.

Key Headlines
` More Visibility. More Control. For Everyone.

` Tackle Any Billing Arrangement

` Bill faster and keep track of every dollar coming
in and out of your firm – accurately.

` Experience a streamlined billing process regardless
of your billing arrangements.

` Save Time, Save Paper

` Legal Practice Management Software Your Entire
Firm Loves to Use

` Processing Bills Is a Breeze

` You don’t have to go at it alone.

Words/Themes

Lead Gen/CTAs

` Powerful

` Visibility

` On Demand Demo

` Pricing Page

` Easy to use

` Control

` Live Demo Request

` Resource Library

` Tailored

` Profitability

` Chabot

` Efficiency

Resources/Customer Success

Aesthetic / Visual Style

` Dedicated account manager

` Leading edge SaaS with a modern, clean and fresh
aesthetic

` Support articles, resource library and training
materials

` Large platform views with a balance of real dashboard
views and abstracted/isolated feature views

` Blog

` Typographic, messaging-first visual style and bright
color palette

` Phone and email support

` FAQ sections on pricing page and resources

` Isometric illustrations that have full color line icons
` No photography use and consistent graphics

Messaging Bottom Line:

Centerbase equips law firms with the tools they need to capture more time, get
paid faster, and serve their clients better.
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Competitive Analysis

Litify
Why They’re Interesting:
• Litify markets themselves as a “Law firm operating
system” but leverages Salesforce as their unfair advantage
• They have a “Salesforce Advantage” page that explains
how Litify has adapted the world’s most powerful platform
technology and made it just for lawyers
• They have a members-only Slack group called LitiQuest.
This allows them to underscore the “leading-edge” brand
persona they seek to present to their target audience while
also combining many aspects of user communication and
lead generation, including thought leadership, network
building, user-base community and more.

Market Quick Take
Not a direct competitor but a brand
we thought was worth taking a look
at, since they offer an interesting way
to frame being an add-on product to a
larger brand being a key benefit.

Litiquest
LitiQuest is a community of forward-thinking legal
industry leaders who are collectively redefining the
practice of law. We share what’s working for our
businesses and what’s not. We learn from each
other. We inspire each other. And we challenge
each other to reach new heights.

 www.litify.com
© COPYRIGHT 2021 PUNCH & LEANLAW
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Competitor Websites
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Analysis of Key Website Components

Competitor Websites

CLIO
Homepage
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Customer Success Page
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Competitor Websites

zolasuite
Homepage

Comparison Page

Pricing Page
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Competitor Websites

PracticePanther
Homepage

Demo Page

Pricing Page
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Competitor Websites

Soluno
Homepage
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Pricing Page
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Competitor Websites

CosmoLex
Homepage

Pricing Page

Navigation
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Competitive Analysis

Centerbase
Homepage

Product Page

Navigation
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Competitive Analysis

Litify
Homepage
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Salesforce Advantage Page
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LeanLaw Team &
Customer Interview
Key Takeaways

Strategic Goal: These structured discussions and interview questions
were designed and focused to create a bank of qualitative customer data
and market feedback. This information has been used by Punch to inform
the BrandOS recommendations and provide third-party product insight.
It has also helped identify roadmap enhancement opportunities.
Interview Format: 15- to 30-minute video calls with three current or recent
LeanLaw customers who have used the tool for at least 30 days or more.
30- to 60-minute video call with five current LeanLaw team members.
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LeanLaw Customer Interviews
& Internal Stakeholders

Internal Stakeholders
Interviewed
Gary Allen

Elizabeth Rodgers

Fred Willerup

Chase Sullivan

Jonathon Fishman

LeanLaw Customers
Interviewed
Alicia Wood

Jennifer Wells
Business Manager at Beard St. Clair Gaffney

Shauna Martin
Co-founder of Grable Martin Fulton PLLC
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Firm Administrator at Burkhalter Law

Summary of Trends,
Key Takeaways &
Recommendations

Customers
Support
Experience
& Enablement

LeanLaw provides an unparalleled level of response, care and
follow-through with their customer support. The experience
described by customers and LeanLaw team members is
very rare in the software industry and something that can be
leveraged more on the website while also ensuring alignment
with future plans for LeanLaw customer support operations.
Customers greatly appreciate the level of responsiveness and
care in the customer support, but many customers tend to overrely on live support to help solve basic problems that could be
solved in a more efficient way.
“We usually respond within 5 minutes and resolve in an hour.”
“Our goal with any customer engagement is to make people
feel at home.”
“Often the same customers are asking us the same questions
every month. It’s really not scalable and we’re trying to figure
this out right now.”

Interview Takeaway Insights
• Create a robust knowledge base of resources that customers
can use to directly search for and access support content.
• Consider leveraging chatbot automations to quickly and
proactively serve up support content in just a few clicks.
• Help people to learn and gain confidence from each support
experience. This will allow them to become more capable and
empowered to leverage LeanLaw properly and run into less
problems that require support each billing cycle.

Key Recommendations:
Develop robust library of customer support &
onboarding resources that is available in and outside of
the product.
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Summary of Trends,
Key Takeaways &
Recommendations

Maturity of
Smaller Firms
a Common Gap

A repeated theme amongst customer-side interviews suggested
that the source of most user error and customer support
calls directly related to two main issues: a lack of accounting
knowledge and the firm operator’s understanding of financial
reporting.
“Customers often reach out to us with questions that are really
accounting questions. This is a problem that needs to be fixed
soon because it takes a lot of customer support time, reduces
people’s success and using LeanLaw, and also is a huge
liability for us.”
“We need to make it clear that there is a method that makes
the product ‘work.’ That’s a real sticking point for buying any
software and we need to advertise that better.”
“A lot of customer support interactions are users not knowing
how to get what they want out of the product. LeanLaw
requires a certain amount of training and technical knowledge
to use comfortably.”
“Small customers sometimes try to use support to bridge gaps
in accounting expertise within their own teams.”
“You can’t run a law firm without lawyers – or without an
accountant.”
“We need to flip the script and break the accounting stigma,
because it’s what’s holding people back.”
“Enhancing understanding at the beginning of the funnel
would be huge.”
“The importance of having an accountant or bookkeeper
piece should be part of initial sales conversation to see if
relationship and product is a good fit – otherwise things tend
to break down a bit down the road.”
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Summary of Trends,
Key Takeaways &
Recommendations

Maturity of
Smaller Firms
a Common Gap

Interview Takeaway Insights
• Evaluate the accounting acumen of new leads at the
beginning of the funnel to help qualify customers and be able
to connect customers who might need accounting support
with the assistance they need before problems arise.
• Create onboarding documentation and tutorial videos that
are readily available within the product (such as in-product
tutorial plugins) and bundle a dedicated LAP consultant as a
product tier for smaller firms.

Key Recommendations:
Provide and/or require dedicated QuickBooks/
Accounting Advisors during onboarding for smaller firms
and those who’s accounting knowledge might impede
their success with the tool.
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Summary of Trends,
Key Takeaways &
Recommendations

Helping
Customers
Connect the
Dots

A common interview topic was that customers generally do not
appreciate the level of importance or impact that streamlining
financial operations and improving client-facing financial
experiences can have on the success of their firm.
“When someone comes into a LeanLaw funnel, they’re coming
from a transactional perspective of addressing their billing or
accounting needs. But what we’re really doing is helping law
firms run a better business.”
“We want to align a law firm’s offering (Lawyer’s work)
clearly with a customer’s expectations around finances, then
communicate iteratively the work that’s being done and show
that it’s still in alignment. This means that the lawyer and
client are constantly in-sync on what’s completed and that
things are and stay on-track.”

Interview Takeaway Insights
• LeanLaw brand messaging and website content can show
customers that streamlined accounting and legal billing isn’t
just good for firm operations. It’s the absolute lynchpin for
effectively scaling, growing or innovating any modern firm.
• LeanLaw can also provide customer-focused email drip
campaigns that explain how to create, configure and export
various reports and manipulate data within the platform.
This would enable customers to have more confidence using
LeanLaw while simultaneously increasing their perceived
value of the product.

Key Recommendations:
Brand messaging and website content that positions
LeanLaw as not only a functional solution but a proven
tool for growth and trusted partner for law firms.
Add customer training on leveraging the data analytics
and reporting tools currently in the product.
Increase productivity metrics used on website and sales
related content.
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Summary of Trends,
Key Takeaways &
Recommendations

Demonstrating
Instant Value
of Better
Workflows

“With manual workflows, lawyers collect 75-80% of the time
they work. With electronic workflows this can increase to
90%.”
“The nature of legal work is inherently friction-filled and
laborious. Legal professionals have a higher tolerance for
processes being difficult than similar professional service
industries.”
“Traditional billing takes such a long time. By the time the
client gets it they say ‘What is THIS?”

Interview Takeaway Insights
• The attorneys running mid-size law firms are lawyers at their
core, not business professionals.
• Law firm teams are used to highly manual processes.
This means they are often less aware of the existence of
innovative software solutions or the ability to automate,
streamline or optimize all the things that they spend so much
time doing by hand each billing cycle.

Key Recommendations:
Brand messaging and website content that flips the
script on how legal work gets billed – The law is
complex, but your legal billing doesn’t need to be
Whitepaper, eBook and/or blog post that shows
customers the 10-15% in lost time/hours that LeanLaw
can instantly help them scoop up each month
Prioritize invoice control and enhancement efforts
currently in place
Highlight metrics that demonstrate how LeanLaw
shortens the billing cycle, increases customer
experience with invoicing and improves overall client
relationships while getting the firm paid faster
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Summary of Trends,
Key Takeaways &
Recommendations

Customer
Perceived
Value &
LeanLaw
Product
Releases

LeanLaw’s continuous deployment model allows it to regularly
release new features, solve bugs and enhance the product.
However, customers have an inconsistent level of awareness
or appreciation for the value behind these upgrades, which are
often in direct response to customer feedback.
Currently customers who have requested features upgrades to
the product are told directly about product enhancements and
community-based announcements are minimal
“Customers are missing a roadmap of what’s happening next
with LeanLaw and how we are continuously delivering value to
them.”
“Performance metrics work really well as a workflow but
there’s a lot we can do to make better reporting tools with
valuable insights for customers.”
“It’s like our requests go into the void. We don’t know when it’s
ever going to happen when we ask for something.”

Key Recommendations:
Leverage product features and/or release notes tools
(such as UpVotey, ProductBoard, etc.) to help manage
customer requests and capture ongoing release updates
in a centralized way
Monthly “What’s New in LeanLaw” product feature
updates and release notes that show practical value to
customers about the changes in the product they might
see or might not have noticed yet
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Summary of Trends,
Key Takeaways &
Recommendations

LeanLaw as
an Enabler of
Modern Work
& Distributed
Legal
Practices

Interview Takeaway Insights
• Customers are using LeanLaw to create decentralized
distributed legal firms that are able to quickly get profitable
and scale shortly after founding.
• Decentralized, distributed or hybrid legal practice models are
becoming more and more prevalent. This phenomenon is due
to attorneys, firms and partners seeking to allow individuals
to practice law on their own terms and dynamically control
their work-life balance, connect revenue generation and
attorney compensation more closely, and more efficiently
manage income streams.
• Distributed and hybrid legal firms are placing more
importance on origination metrics and creating
compensation models that allow attorneys to operate in a
more autonomous and lean manner. These firms often don’t
have assistants or secretaries, and attorneys even manage
invoicing clients themselves as a part of a much-reduced firm
fee structure.

Key Recommendations:
Bundled Report Templates for each “firm model” that
can be used to jumpstart and customize running all of
their most needed reports in LeanLaw
Customer guides on transitioning to distributed
workforce models and how compensation and
decentralized firms can use LeanLaw to work, bill, grow
and scale as they want
Webinars and podcast interviews on how firms can
consider and transition to these models
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Summary of Trends,
Key Takeaways &
Recommendations

Product
Underperforms
for Critical Jobs
to Be Done

LeanLaw customers are simultaneously happy with and
frustrated by their experience of the product. They value the
efficiencies involved with QuickBooks and appreciate the level
of functionality. On the contrary, they are also frustrated by the
complexity and rigidness of the product experience.

Interview Takeaway Insights
“You look in LeanLaw and it’s just a lot of stuff...too much
stuff. It’s too much happening and it’s all competing for your
attention. Finding basic stuff is needle in a haystack kind of
work. Lawyers have to wade through all this crap and they just
want to get the thing done.”
“Functionality is a problem. I regularly spend 10 minutes at
a time on the phone with our attorneys trying to guide them
through the product and help them find the right thing to
click.”
“I want to easily see/ make role-based reviews or configure
report dashboards to show me the stuff I care about when I
first load the page, not after I put in the same filters I always
do.”
“There’s just way too much optionality and labeling isn’t
intuitive – it’s not clear how to do things”
“Whole system needs a “dumbing down.” Need to be simpler or
a simpler version made available so you can work faster.”
“A lot of time what you need does exist but you have to ask
LeanLaw how to do it or find it.”
“No way to make it mold to how you operate or like to work. It’s
hard to remember the correct course of action from month to
month to do what you need.”
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Summary of Trends,
Key Takeaways &
Recommendations

LeanLaw as
an Enabler of
Modern Work
& Distributed
Legal
Practices

“A big pain is that everything is slow in the product and people
are busy. Attorneys log in to do what they need to like time
tracking and their invoicing stuff and then it’s so slow they get
frustrated and push it off to another day. Then it’s billing time
and I’m bugging them about doing what they didn’t do because
they couldn’t figure it out in LeanLaw or were so annoyed at the
lag that they quit.”
“There needs to be faster ways to get the reports we need with
less hassle and then save it how we like it for the future.”
“What’s available ‘on-demand’ is kind of garbage. You have to
pull a bunch of stuff and then do a bunch of stuff to really get
what you are looking for.”

Key Recommendations:
Make reports easier to manipulate and export
Provide ability to turn “simple” or “power-user” modes
on and off in the product
Create a searchable customer knowledge base that
answers common FAQ and holds video tutorials, in
addition to the on-demand chat support
Ensure that identified primary customer jobs-to-bedone are most readily available and easiest to use parts
of the LeanLaw product experience
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Summary of Trends,
Key Takeaways &
Recommendations

Product
Enhancement
Opportunities

Interview Takeaway Insights
• Platform aesthetic should feel more leading edge
• Provide two versions of the product that can be turned on and
off, depending on the specific needs and maturity of the firm.
A “lite” more basic version of the tool and then a more robust,
function-first GUI that has deep accounting functionality at
the experienced operator’s fingertips.
• Support non-USD currencies within the program, like
QuickBooks offers
• More Reporting types – Productivity reports, Comp/Revenue
reports, Work to Value, Value to client, Value of Hours,
Distribution Reports, Origination report
• Smart automation capabilities
• Improved data visualizations and configurable dashboards
• Better, deeper integrations for the tools and platforms that
customer use the most
• Better, more performative banking/financial integrations
• Faster load within the product

Key Recommendations:
Improve LeanLaw product UI and GUI aesthetic to better
reflect the company’s innovation and align to the vision
of the brand
Add ability to create “report templates” that save filter
settings for recurring reports, (Productivity, Comp/
Revenue, Work to Value, Value to client, Value of Hours,
Distribution Reports, Origination) with ability to drill
down and verify underlying report data
Add ability to make pre-saved report templates and
auto generate reports that can then be sent for review
and modified each cycle by operators
Focus building integrations for Microsoft Office and
other key tools. Email survey existing customers to
have them vote for specific tools to help prioritize
development and engage customers in a dialogue that
shows value
Address chronic latency issues and improve load time
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Customer
Personas

Engaging these personas will require distinct and unique approaches and
messages to resonate. Expectations for a successful interaction with each group
will necessarily vary. The following audience groups include the primary targets
that LeanLaw communication and sales efforts will be designed to reach. These
core personas, their associated conversions and their unique motivations are
defined below. These persona insights will inform and shape marketing content,
so all brand messaging resonates with each audience.
• Managing Partners

• Firm Administrators

• Attorneys

• Bookkeeping & Accounting Staff
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LeanLaw provides different benefits and customer value, depending on who is
engaging with the platform at any given time. LeanLaw target personas have
varied levels of technical expertise, many given responsibilities and a variety of
motivators driving them.

B2B Buyer Persona
Considerations
& Research
Questions that informed our Persona research
and shaped our customer interviews

¼

What individuals are involved through

¼

the buying process that generate a

offerings that might meet business or

typical sale?

technical needs?

Who generates the long list of initial

¼

vendors?
¼

Which stakeholders decide on the

What are key tasks users need to

¼

¼

¼

¼

does each buyer persona read?
¼

What is the “real world” way that
customers describe their business or

Are there sales messages that have
especially resonated with customers?

What are the top technical priorities
and top business priorities?

What relevant thought leaders, blogs,
social media accounts, and publications

How do various stakeholders interact
when completing jobs-to-be-done?

What virtual and in-person networks
do buyers typically engage with?

accomplish in their role?
¼

What are the perceptions around which
vendors lead/lag the market?

shortlist and the eventual winner?
¼

How do buyers search for and evaluate

¼

What are emerging trends or external
factors that influence internal buying
decisions?

technical problems?
¼

What specific words and phrases do
they search for when seeking solutions?
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Managing Partners
Managing Partners are accountable for winning cases
and generating revenue for the firm. Their day-to-day
consists of managing cases, meeting with clients,
gathering evidence, and reviewing reports, all while
putting in long hours.
This persona is most interested in their accounting and
administrative staff being able to efficiently bill clients
so that the firm gets paid faster.
Ultimately, the Partner wants to minimize time spent
around billing activities and maximize time spent
on generating revenue, whether that be on billable
activities or in getting new clients.

What they care about most

Primary pain points

• Growing top-line revenue

• Technology making billing processes inefficient,

• Capturing more billable hours
• Knowing the firm isn’t leaving money on the table
• Demonstrating clear value to clients
• Positive client and firm interactions
• Staff is working efficiently in their roles and
optimized to adding value

What this involves
• Ensuring that billable time is properly tracked

confusing or frustrating to staff

• Staff spending tons of firm time getting attorneys to
track their time

• Billing inconsistencies that result in lost money, delayed
payment or wasted time

• Billing and invoicing activities that happen long after
the client interaction that result in friction, dispute or
nonpayment

• Managing hundreds of cases at a time that have complex
billing structures and need to be maintained by staff

• Personal or projected concern about the operational pain
of switching technology

• Properly billing costs back to clients

• Don’t have a handle on which individual attorney,

• Reducing or eliminating duplicative and manual
work that takes up staff time and firm capacity

• Want to spend less time on billing and more time spent

associate, etc. has the best billables
on winning

• Don’t want to be kept late at the office because of billing
or admin details

• Invoicing errors that result in upset clients calling and
taking up non-billable time to resolve
© COPYRIGHT 2021 PUNCH & LEANLAW
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Potential Buyer Role

Example Headlines

Likely the final sign-off for new tools and technologies.
May be involved with cursory vetting or research
depending on the size of the firm. They likely will hear
recommendations from Bookkeeping and Accounting
Staff and either approve or reject purchasing the tool
considered.

Speaking Effectively to the Partner
• Practice Law. Automate Billing.
• Grow your practice and your profits
• More productivity, More profitability
• Get your time back (and bill for it)
• Firm financials, at your fingertips

Desired outcome

• Communicate value with every invoice

Show Partners that legal billing doesn’t have to be as
manual or arduous. The Partner should see better legal
billing as their golden ticket and primary path to getting
paid faster, having a less frustrated and more efficient
staff, and having better, more value-driven financial
interactions with clients.

• Turn every client interaction into a client opportunity
• Paid faster, done faster, home faster.
• Truly simple legal billing
• Argue cases, not invoices
• Get the right information, to the right people, at the
right time

Persona Promise:

• Find every billable hour and bill for it

Better billing = better life.

• LeanLaw fuses top notch QuickBooks accounting +
top notch legal billing technology

Sales message

• LeanLaw has an 100% five-star review rating on the
QuickBooks Online App Store

LeanLaw integrates seamlessly with Quickbooks,
merging timekeeping, invoicing and reporting
capabilities into one intuitive platform. This will allow
staff to do everything they need to for billing in a more
productive way and the firm can stay focused on
maximizing billable activities.

• Trusted by 480+ firms with 99% retention

LeanLaw makes your firm a billing machine. Easily track,
manage and automate every billable component across
cases and expenses.

Ultimate Belief

Getting buy-in from
the Partner
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Leave nothing on the table and bill for everything you can.
LeanLaw gets you paid faster and makes life better for
everyone at the firm. Give clients a better billing experience
and eliminate the recurring problems that come from the
billing cycles, all while seeing helpful reports that make it
easier to improve and grow your firm.
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Attorneys
Attorneys advise clients, manage cases, and support
partners within their firm. This persona is ultimately
most interested in having as much billable time tied
to them as possible, since it impacts their value to the
firm and the rate at which they become Partner.
Ultimately, the Attorney wants to be seen as extremely
valuable to the firm without being hassled by time tracking.
They also want for Partners to clearly see how hard they
work and how effective they are.

What they care about most

Primary pain points

• Capturing more billable time without doing more
work

• Consistently juggling hundreds of open cases and
meeting strict deadlines

• Getting hassled less by administrative tasks about
billing related activities

• Manual technology that not only slows down work,
but creates more work

• Capturing more of the time they spend
communicating with clients and reviewing
documents

• Staff bugging them each billing cycle about their
time tracking or expensing

What this involves
• Capturing and tracking time spend on their
smartphone communicating with clients via text,
email and video or audio calls
• Capturing time spend reviewing documents or
conducting minor, ad hoc research
• Admin staff seeing time tracked properly
throughout the month so generated reports and
invoices are accurate on first export
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• Not being able to easily capture billable time
spent on edge work done on smartphones (texting
clients) or pockets of multi-tasking done inbetween meetings (email, brief research, quick
calls, etc.)

Potential buyer role
• This Persona may be involved with testing new tools
for usability across the firm but is likely not involved
with primary research during the information
gathering or evaluation phases.
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Desired outcome

Example Headlines

Show Attorneys that when they capture all the time they

Speaking Effectively to the Attorney

spend on cases, they are more valuable and the firm
recognizes this. The Attorney should see that making

• Time tracking that doesn’t slow you down

Partner isn’t just about winning cases or navigating

• Capture more time, get more comp

office politics – it’s about providing maximum value that
demonstrably contributes to the firm’s bottom line.

• LeanLaw makes your path to partner easier
• Stay on track, track what matters

Persona Promise: Capturing more

• Hassle-free time tracking

billable hours = faster track to partner

• You went to school to be a lawyer, not an
accountant

Sales message – LeanLaw makes it easy for attorneys to
capture the time they’re already working by managing their

• Less time billing, more time winning.

caseload. Partners will see their value more clearly and they

• More billables in less time

won’t have to hide from admin staff questioning them about

• Practicing law is hard. Billing for it should be easy.

their hours each billing cycle.

• Time tracking that gives you more of your time back
• Get back everything you track
• Capture it all. Track it all. Bill for it all. Have it all –
tied to you.
• ABC – Always Be Capturing Hours
• Spend your brainpower on winning cases, not
remembering how you spent your time
• Billing doesn’t have to be a monthly office tug-ofwar

Ultimate Belief

Getting buy-in from
the Attorney
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LeanLaw captures every last minute you spend on your
cases without slowing you down. Know your time tracking
is getting properly comped and show Partners how much
bottom-line value you really are providing to the firm.
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Firm Administrators
Firm Administrators are the ones who keep everything
together. They have the deepest understanding of how
the business is operating as a whole.
This persona works closely with both accountants and
attorneys, as they are the ones pulling and reviewing
business reports. They also ensure that billing and
accounting staff are equipped with the information
they need to execute billing and invoicing tasks.
Ultimately, Firm Administrators need to feel fully
informed and feel totally confident that they are
seeing the real, true picture of operations at the firm
in all their reports.

What they care about most

Buyer Role

• Invoicing accurately and quickly

The Firm Administrator is a primary operator of the
firm’s billing software depending on the size of the
practice. They know the business inside and out,
including general operations, billing and accounting
activities.

• The firm getting paid on-time
• Attorneys accurately tracking their time
• Ensuring Accountant has what they need to keep
the firm’s books in order
• Needed business reports are readily available and
verifiable
• Invoices not being disputed

What this involves
• Generating various reports for compensation,
profitability and vendors
• Recurring monthly billing activities
• Ensuring Attorneys are tracking time properly
• Preparing and sending client invoices

The Firm Administrator seeks to keep things running
smoothly, and is in-tune with keeping everyone
productive, from the attorney to the accountant, so
the firm stays profitable and gets paid. Because of
where they sit in the firm and the role they play in
orchestrating operations, this Persona is likely the
one to identify that the firm “needs a better way” and
instigate research on finding another solution.
They may work alone or in collaboration with billing
and accountants to research, evaluate and propose
recommendations to Partners about possible tools.

• Processing payments
• Tracking down unpaid invoices
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Primary pain points

Example Headlines

• Admin staff are not accountants, but they’re
often need to function like one and have the
understanding of an accountant
• Pressure to meet tight deadlines and get reporting,
billing and invoicing accurately out the door on time
• Pulling business reports is a time consuming and
consistently manual process each month
• Often need to have meticulous manual notes and
documentation on how to “automate” or properly
export the reports they need to run
• Duplicative work between billing, reporting and
accounting activities that slow down and frustrate
processes
• Frequently need to reach out to software support
team to get help for themselves or their accountant
around billing time
• Expected to be the expert on legal billing software
in the firm
• Often without proper training or power on which
tools they must use

Speaking Effectively to Firm
Administrators

Sales message

• Reporting templates you can customize exactly how
you want

LeanLaw takes the frustration and guesswork out of
running legal practice operations, so firms can bill,
work and operate smoothly from anywhere.

• Do more, better and faster.

With QuickBooks at the core, LeanLaw keeps
accountants and attorneys in-sync, and is the hasslefree way for any efficient law firm to manage billing,
invoice clients, create reports, and keep the firm moving
forward under faster turnarounds and tight deadlines.

• Great billing software that feels like an assistant

Ultimate Belief

Getting buy-in from
Firm Administrators
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• Get back a day each month
• Keep it all together, easier than ever
• Frustration-free reports
• Create reports without weeks of work
• Keep everyone on the same page
• Easy timekeeping that doesn’t slow attorneys down
• Stop doing double work
• Run reports, don’t make reports
• Run Your Reports. Know It’s Right.
• Trust what you export
• User-friendly experience, client-friendly impact
• Find what you need, when you need it
• Spin plates faster without dropping any of them

• Software made for Admins, Attorneys and
Accountants
• Take the inefficiency out of the invoice
• Increase productivity, meet deadlines, stay sane

Running your law firm doesn’t have to be so complicated
or need to rest so heavily on your shoulders. By uniting
bookkeeping, accounting and attorney time tracking, the
duplicative work can stop. You can run the reports you need
without pages of notes and hours spent in Excel each month.
Grab the reports you need, get people the information they
need and get back your time and sanity.
Built to make things simple.
Designed to make things easy.
LeanLaw makes things work.
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Bookkeeping/Billing &
Accounting Staff
Bookkeeping and Accounting Staff are responsible
for managing, recording and balancing financials in
the firm. Managing all the money that flows into and
out of the firm, these individuals drive client billing
and invoicing. They also ensure that the firm stays
compliant and is set up to grow financially.
Ultimately, Bookkeeping and Accounting Staff want
“reliable peace of mind” about the firm’s financials
and accounts, and need to know that everything is in
order and squared-up at all times.

What they care about most

Buyer Role

• Making sure the firm’s books are in order

This Persona is likely the primary researcher in the
buying cycle. They are responsible for conducting
initial online research and creating the intial list of
solutions that fit the firm’s financial needs. This
Persona also is likely to want to evaluate and test
various tools by downloading trials or getting secondhand experience of the tool (via tutorials or demos)
before presenting final tool recommendations to the
firm’s Managing Partner(s) for purchase approval.

• Ensuring financials are compliant
• Invoicing accurately and quickly
• Feeling confident that financials and accounts are
always ready for invoicing, reporting or audit

What this involves
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recurring monthly billing activities
Ensuring Attorney time is properly logged & billed
Preparing and sending client invoices
Processing payments
Entering & reconciling data
Making duplicate entries of data in multiple
places/systems
• Generating various reports for compensation,
profitability and vendors
• Updating trust ledgers
• Tracking down unpaid invoices

Desired outcome
• Show Bookkeeping & Accounting Staff that keeping
clean books and strong financials doesn’t have to be
so manual, time consuming or hard. Bookkeeping &
Accounting Staff should feel that better legal billing
and timekeeping tools will help them do everything
they need to do in far less time without missing any
data or putting compliance at-risk.
Persona Promise: Bill better, get paid faster and
know it’s all been done right the first time.
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Primary Pain Points

Sales message

• Fear that things they have good workflows for will
stop working or won’t translate in a new system

Legal billing can be accurate and simple with LeanLaw.
Create understanding that uniting time tracking,
accounting and bookkeeping makes billing so much
easier for Attorneys – without needing to ask them to
change how they work at all.

• Lots of duplicative work and time spent making sure
the books are in order and accounts match up
• Manually exporting data that takes hours to
manually manipulate in spreadsheets to generate
the same reports or numbers they need each month
• Lack of understanding in the firm for the “why”
behind what’s involved with their role and the
information they need from Attorneys

QuickBooks integration makes implementation a breeze
and allows accountants, bookkeepers and admin staff
to work seamlessly from anywhere using a familiar
“spreadsheet” style UI.

• Feel the weight of responsibility for firm revenue
streams and compliance

Example Headlines

• Overwhelmed or confused by certain aspects of
legal bookkeeping or accounting practices involved
with properly maintaining the firm’s books and billing

Speaking Effectively to Bookkeeping &
Accounting Staff

• Operate alone or in isolation from team to perform
activities and rely on customer support teams to
help resolve billing issues vs peer support

• Billing time made easy.

• Busy billing periods in first few weeks = scrambling
to gather data and make sure Attorneys have all
tracked their time before invoicing
• Don’t like being the one to always bother Attorneys
about time tracking but also can’t do their job
without billable time being properly captured

• Legal Billing That’s Intuitive. Familiar. Accurate. Fast.
• Automate any report
• Maintain your books. Maintain your sanity.
• Smarter legal billing, world-class customer support
• Spend more time on what matters
• Do it once
• Right & Simple. Never Stressful.
• Time tracking Attorneys love to use
• Less hassle for everyone

Ultimate Belief

Getting buy-in from
Bookkeeping
& Accounting Staff
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Effectively managing your firm’s accounts and financials is
possible without pulling your hair out or being unprepared for
an audit. LeanLaw is purpose-built for small and mid-size law
firms who don’t have dozens of accountants or bookkeepers
on staff. Use LeanLaw to unite accounting and bookkeeping
activities and avoid all the duplicative work that’s holding you
(and the firm’s bottom line) back every billing cycle.
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Persona
Takeaways

LeanLaw can target key personas with tailored messaging on the website, leveraging
a story driven approach to address unique pain points and paint a clear picture of
how LeanLaw makes life easier for the entire firm — supported by testimonials, case
studies and client logos to offer credibility. Messaging should be conversational and
approachable and speak directly to the administrator/practitioner, and should get
more technical as appropriate based on a given persona.
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At a high level, target personas can be separated into two categories: those who use
LeanLaw for accounting and bookkeeping task operations (Billing/Accounting Staff
and Firm Administrators) and those who use LeanLaw for management and executive
level tasks (Partners and Attorneys). The former group expects a high level of detail in
the product UI and prioritizes configurability, while the latter group is more interested
in high-level activities and prioritizes speed and simplicity of use.

Tailored personas section
or unique pages

Use case narratives,
customer success stories

Customer testimonials
and videos for social proof

Client logo rolls for
high level validation

Site architecture that directly
funnels personas to the
information they need

Simplify the homepage experience
and tell a value-focused homepage
narrative

Leverage “learn more” buttons
as portals that take users to the
specific or technical content
throughout website that is most
relevant to them

Weave in simple infographics
that convey complex concepts
and visualize persona-specific
information (pain points,
levers, etc.)

Provide immediate, a-sync, and
on-demand opportunities for users
interact directly with the platform
or connect with LeanLaw, such as
recorded demos, explainer videos,
simple tutorials and more of the
key jobs-to-be done

Take advantage of headlines,
bullet points and buttons to
provide opportunity to read
in-depth or scan pages
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Practical Applications for Website

Competing
Values Framework

Below is an exercise that follows the principles of the Competing
Values Framework (CVF). The CVF is a broadly applicable academic
model that focuses on identifying ways to improve organizational
effectiveness and promote value creation.

Collaborate

Create

Do things that last.

Do things first.

Focus on developing abilities and creating sustainable
advantage

Focus on innovation with products, processes and
services

` Improve product platform to bridge technology gaps
against competitors
` Prioritize build of product features that meet the more
flexible needs of the various models that modern firms
are trying on
` Customizable reporting and easy template building
` Bundled reporting template packs
` Ability to adjust complexity of product views, either as a
role-based setting or in-product

` Configure LeanLaw to lead the market by taking away
the double work happening in firms surrounding billing,
invoicing and reporting jobs
` Rework product UI to be more accessible, enjoyable and
intuitive to use at-speed
` Offer ability to have “simple” and “power-user” product
experiences to improve customer experience and allow
users to work with the level of speed / control they
desire within the product

Control

Compete

Do things right.

Do things fast.

Focus on improving process efficiency, creating better
product at a lower cost

Focus on competitive advantage through agility,
market and speed and creating asset productivity and
shareholder value

` Accelerate build and prioritize invoicing project to fund
additional product enhancement initiatives
` Continuously refine user experience and accessibility of
tool and address customer feedback relating to key jobs
to be done for mid-size firms
` Update website messaging to better communicate
unique value of the product
` Improve website demand gen engine to bring in more
qualified leads that require less customer support time

` Create knowledge base for users to learn and leverage
the platform more quickly without reaching out to
customer support
` Prioritize integrations for tools like MS Office and
enhance quality of connection with existing integrations
` Release reporting and dashboard analytics

` Create a knowledge base with on-demand demos, inapp tutorials, demos and interactive dashboard views
on website
` Match less mature firms/customers without dedicated
accountants with a LeanLaw certified accountant to
improve customer value and experience from Day 1 and
reduce the downstream effects on customer support
during onboarding and around billing cycles
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Market
Positioning
Snapshot

In addition to taking a look at the competitive landscape and
brands individually, another layer of insight can be gained from
exploring how these brands relate to one another within a
shared industry and space.
Inspired by the Gartner Magic Quadrant, this graph serves as
a consumable way to visualize and draw direct comparisons
within this competitive landscape.

Leaders

Niche Players

Visionaries

ABILITY TO EXECUTE

challengers

COMPLETENESS OF VISION
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Positioning
LeanLaw 2.0

Competitor Websites

Leanlaw
Positioning Summary
The following observations and recommendations are derived from our review of
competitors’ messaging and positioning, from the information provided in discovery, our
interviews with LeanLaw team members and customers, along with independent research
and dedicated analysis. This info is the fuel for the messaging content that follows in the
subsequent section, and serves as the foundation for evolving the architecture of the
website and overall design of the brand.

LeanLaw:

Legal billing, accounting
and reporting that makes
running a firm easy, simple
and flexible for everyone.
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Competitor Websites

Leanlaw
Core Marketing Message Themes
ø

Financial Operating System for Modern Law Firms

ø

LeanLaw helps every person in the firm at every stage of the legal
process do more and do better.

Target
Audience
Mid-sized law firms

ø

Non-traditional or

ø

modern law firms

Core Industry/Value Prop Drivers

Traditional law firms

¼

ø

Partners

ø

Attorneys

ø
ø

Firm Administrators

Fuses billing + accounting in a single costeffective, cloud-based solution

¼

Familiar, spreadsheet style UI that users of any
skill can navigate to complete work with ease

¼

Robust reporting and analytics tools makes

Billing & Accounting

real-time timekeeping easy so everything is

Staff

automatically captured and billed for
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ø

Competitor Websites

Leanlaw
Customer Benefits

¼

Enables total visibility,

¼

transparency and accuracy

beyond accounting and

across the firm

bookkeeping

Fuses accounting +

¼

bookkeeping to reduce
duplicative tasks and data entry
¼

work
Frees up users so they can
focus on high value activities
that drive the bottom line and

¼

¼

¼

¼

Reduces billing bottlenecks

¼

Improves consistent,
sustainable timekeeping habits
across the firm

Works with any model or style
law firm to operate efficiently

¼

Intuitive, straightforward UX

Enables firm-wide and

¼

Business insights on firm

data insights
¼

Enhances customer experience

¼

Automates manual or currently

financial performance
¼

¼

ratchet up without overpaying
or needing to switch along

designed for how law firms

the way

work and think

level data insight

Low cost, high value tool –
leverage as a start-up and

Thoughtfully engineered and

Powerful reporting and matter-

Constantly updated platform –
no need to wait for releases

complex workflows

¼

Realizes untapped value from
unbilled hours

attorney-level reporting and

¼

Acts as as platform force
multiplier for existing systems

proactively grow the firm
¼

Enables lean firms to reduce
assistant-level staff overhead

Enables automation efficiency
gains and eliminates double

¼

Brings value that cascades

¼

Flexible, powerful customized
reporting
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¼

Competitor Websites

Leanlaw

¼

Cloud-based Solution

¼

Streamlines Legal Billing

¼

Tailored to Mid-Market Law Firm Needs

¼

Integrates with Existing Tools

¼

Performance driven

¼

Delivery-focused technology

¼

Enhances customer experience

¼

Legal technology that supports client centric firms

¼

Flexible enough to make any firm style run smoothly

¼

Value-driven service innovation

¼

Operational automation

¼

Creates transparency across the firm

¼

Integration efficiencies

¼

Customer-focused

¼

Trusted by 480+ Firms with 99% Retention

¼

Leverages Intuit Quickbooks Software

¼

Only Legal “Premium App” on Intuit Marketplace

¼

Built-in Trust Accounting/LEDES Billing
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Platform Themes that Increase Perceived Value

Competitor Websites

Leanlaw
Highest Value Platform Features to Target Market
¼

Accounting & billing – unite your financials without compromise

¼

Reporting – accessibility, flexibility and ability to automate

¼

Timekeeping – ease of use, status notification, cross-device tracking

Brand Style & Voice
Replace passive and self-referential messaging on the website with an
active, energized and future-forward tone of voice that matches the
innovation and vision of the brand
Use clear messaging and simple, concise concepts that directly
address specific pain points for target personas

Missing or Misaligned Current Messaging addressed
in Our Recommendations
ø

Not much emphasis on the value and efficiencies that can arise from

ø

Messaging can switch from highly technical to overly general

ø

Messaging focuses on features, not customer value

ø

Customer pain points are not directly addressed in messaging

ø

No simple narrative or easy language to explain value and paint a
picture of “life with LeanLaw”

ø

Increase focus on ease of use, incredible utility and total flexibility for
supporting any type of law firm your firm uses or might adopt in the
future
78
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uniting accounting and bookkeeping, which is a key differentiator

Competitor Websites

Leanlaw
Brand Alignment Opportunities
ø

Adopt a more polished brand design aesthetic that feels both
established and accessible to target personas

ø

More emphasis on the usability-focused engineering, insight
and understanding behind the product

ø

Improve the UX in the product for the core jobs-to-be-done for
target personas

ø

Humanize the brand even further by more prominently
showcasing customer use cases and success stories on the
website

ø

More content and clarity on the core platform value prop and
“why LeanLaw” so customers can pre-qualify before requesting
a demo

ø

Create a sticky narrative or one-liner that clearly conveys the
value and serves as a frame for messaging throughout

ø

Showcase the platform with a interactive preview or demo video

ø

Clearly define “the LeanLaw customer” immediately to any
website visitor

ø

Provide a tone that feels “peer to peer” to firm administrators
and accounting/bookkeeping staff, but approachable enough to
reach an attorney or partner
Emphasize customizable reporting and data-drill down aspects
of the platform, as they are especially top of mind for both
admins and attorneys

ø

Use of more metrics and content that answer customer
questions before they arise in their mind. An example would be
strategic use of social proof/ customer base logos to answer “Do
people like me use this platform?”
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ø

Competitor Websites

Leanlaw
Speaking to the Customer
Peer-to-peer in tone
• “All this hassle is ridiculous. We’ve got just what you need”

Speak to the operator as the busy person they are and
elevate their status
• “Your time shouldn’t be spent tracking down basic information,
nagging people about time-tracking, or clicking around trying to
find what you need, over and over again each month. There’s a
better way to get it done and do it right.”

Assertive, confident and relaxed tone
in product positioning
• “It’s what you would have built for yourself. We know you’re going
to love it once you try it, so give LeanLaw a go.”
• “What will you do with the day you get back from eliminating the
billing bottlenecks each month?”

Leverage reporting types more prominently as a point
of commonality/status alignment

Present as a seasoned, understanding
and reasonable guide
• “Legal billing that works in any way you get work done. Get it done
in LeanLaw”
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• “All the reports that you make by hand each month are ready to
export on a click.”

Competitor Websites

Leanlaw
Messaging Tone
¼

Assertive, confident, relaxed and conversational

¼

The right amount of technical language to signal to an attorney
practitioner-level understanding but primarily leading and
leveraging language that simply communicates the value of
LeanLaw to less executive and administrator-level stakeholders

¼

Focused and clear on the key value drivers LeanLaw delivers – make
it well understood the unique value without trying to “be everything
to everyone”

Core Concepts / Beliefs to Instill in the Customer
ø

Legal bookkeeping and accounting have to be fused for smooth legal
operations

ø

Capturing all attorney time is critical

ø

Clients should see value in every invoice

ø

Accounting knowledge or an accounting is a must for every firm

ø

Better billing is the force multiplier for growing profits and scaling
any firm

ø

Accountants and bookkeepers are the yin/yang of staying compliant
and avoiding wasted time on duplicative work or righting human

ø

Quickbooks does not have the legal accounting limitations it did
several years ago and is the gold standard for legal accountants
everywhere

ø

LeanLaw is a way to do law, rethink law, create the future of law –
future-ready for how you want to practice law.
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errors

Competitor Websites

Specific Words Target
Personas are Looking
for and Use (from
interviews/market
research)

ø

Reporting

ø

Profitability tracking

ø

Comp

ø

Distribution

ø

Originators / origination

ø

Time Entry

ø

Timekeeping

ø

Device tracking

ø

Notifications

ø

Time tracker

ø

Report review

ø

Approval of time/report

ø

User Roles

ø

Admin and Attorney Views

ø

View-only for Client Information

ø

Billing

ø

Split payments

ø

Pre-billing
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Leanlaw

Competitor Websites

Leanlaw
Example Headlines/ One Liners
Practice Law. Automate Billing.

ø

Grow your practice and your profits

ø

More productivity, More profitability

ø

Get your time back (and bill for it)

ø

Firm financials, at your fingertips

ø

Show value with every invoice

ø

Turn every client interaction into a
client opportunity

ø

Paid faster, done faster, home faster.

ø

Truly simple legal billing

ø

Argue cases, not invoices

ø

Get the right information, to the right
people, at the right time

ø

Find every billable hour and bill for it

ø

LeanLaw fuses top notch Quickbooks
accounting + top notch legal billing
technology

ø

Store
Trusted by 480+ firms with 99%

ø

ø

Stay on track, track what matters

ø

Hassle-free time tracking

ø

You went to school to be a lawyer, not an
accountant

ø

Less time billing, more time winning.

ø

More billables with less time

ø

Practicing law is hard. Billing for it
should be easy.

ø

Time tracking that gives you more of
your time back

ø

Get back everything you track

ø

Capture it all. Track it all. Bill for it all.
Have it all – tied to you.

ø

ABC – Always Be Capturing Hours

ø

Spend your brainpower on winning
case, not remembering how you spent
your time

ø

Billing doesn’t have to be a monthly
office tug-of-war

ø

Get back a day each month

ø

Keep it all together, easier than ever

down

ø

Frustration-free reports

Capture more time, get more comp

ø

Create reports without weeks of work

retention
ø

LeanLaw makes your path to partner
easier

LeanLaw has an 100% five-star review
rating on the QuickBooks Online App

ø

ø

Time tracking that doesn’t slow you
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ø

Competitor Websites

Leanlaw
Example Headlines/ One Liners
ø

Create reports without weeks of work

ø

Keep everyone on the same page

ø

Easy timekeeping that doesn’t slow
attorneys down

ø

Lots of duplicative work and time spent
making sure the books are in order and
accounts match up

ø

Manually export data that takes hours to
manually manipulate in spreadsheets to
generate the same reports or numbers

ø

Stop doing double work

ø

Run Your Reports. Know It’s Right.

ø

Trust what you export

ø

User-friendly experience, client-

their role and the information they need

friendly impact

from Attorneys

they need each month
ø

ø

Find what you need, when you need it

Lack of understanding in the firm for
the “why” behind what’s involved with

ø

Feel the weight of responsibility for firm
revenue streams and compliance

ø

Spin plates faster without dropping any
of them

ø

Overwhelmed or confused by certain
aspects of legal bookkeeping or

Reporting templates you can customize

accounting practices involved with

exactly how you want

maintain the firm’s books and proper

ø

Do more, better and faster.

ø

Software made for Admins, Attorneys

billing
ø

team to perform activities and rely on

and Accountants
ø

customer support teams to help resolve

Great billing software that feels like an
assistant

ø

Take the inefficiency out of the invoice

ø

Increase productivity, meet deadlines,

billing issues vs peer support
ø

Fear that things they have good
workflows for will stop working or won’t
translate in a new system

Busy billing periods in first few weeks
= scrambling to gather data and make
sure Attorneys have all tracked their
time before invoicing

stay sane
ø

Operate alone or in isolation from

ø

Don’t like being the one to always bother
Attorneys about time tracking but also
can’t do their job without billable time
being properly captured
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ø

Competitor Websites

Leanlaw
High-level Messaging

Sales Enablers

LeanLaw makes it easy to operate your

ø

Updated Customer Testimonials

ø

Platform Screenshots/Looped Video

ø

On Demand Demo Preview Video

ø

Third-party Validation and Recognition

ø

14-day Trial Instance (on-demand, if

mid-sized law firm at-speed.

Marketing Collateral
ø

In-page Features Visualizations (Looped

possible or by request)

Video Demonstrations)
ø

Use Case On-Demand Demos

ø

Narrative Style Video Case Studies

ø

“Modern Firm Models” eBooks for emerging

ø

On-demand guided demo instance with
in-app features tutorial

and growing firm trends
ø

Case Study PDFs

ø

Slick/Data Sheet PDFs

ø

Whitepapers

ø

Reports

ø

Articles/Guides
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Resources

Competitor Websites

Leanlaw
New Website Lead Generation Content

Strategic Website Decisions
to be Made

¼

Demo Request

¼

Free trial

¼

Organization / content hierarchy

¼

Integrations Page

¼

Platform reframing

¼

Unlimited Platform Details/Philosophy

¼

Persona/role pages

¼

Use Cases / Narrative-based Customer Success

¼

Use cases/practice area pages

¼

Primary persona to target in

Miscellaneous Recommendations
ø

Optimize all online listings

ø

Invoicing views

ø

Reports that can be manipulated and
built out in the product for export

ø

Enhancing automation and reporting

messaging
¼

Pricing page visibility/layout

¼

Showcasing features visually

¼

On-demand downloadable/
consumable content

¼

Onboarding/customer success
resources

and filtering and dashboard views
ø

Signup for marketing emails for the
competitors like PracticePanther, Clio

ø

Drip email campaigns

ø

Website/out of product Chatbot

ø

Slick sheet targeted to the accountant/
bookkeeper to show how LeanLaw solves
“Quickbooks problems” while being more
cost effective than other solutions

ø

Accounting-based entry-point resources
(eBooks/guides)
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and Centerbase

Brand Listening
Understanding how your brand fits within the surrounding competitive landscape is an
important exercise for any brand. What similar companies or competing services are in
the marketplace? How do these brands talk about what they do and communicate their
core mission? How do others perceive similar products, talk about these brands and view
the marketplace? In what ways do these brands differ from LeanLaw? Punch created the
“Brand Listening” exercise to help provide insight to these questions.

For this exercise, we are focusing on three primary areas:
Twitter Use

¼

Customer Feedback

¼

Press Mentions

Twitter
Today, Twitter is much more than a popular social media platform – it’s an
embedded part of most people’s personal and professional lives. For many brands,
Twitter is an online space that enables B2B and B2C brands to have more casual,
two-way communication with target audiences and play a meaningful role in
shaping the conversation surrounding key market topics.
Twitter is unique because of the volume of users, immediacy of content, and out
of platform reach that it has. Twitter users can communicate in real-time, keep up
with breaking news and easily connect with customers and other target audiences
outside of immediate networks in a single platform feed. For these reasons,
Twitter can be an insightful resource for brands who seek to better understand
the conversation surrounding their market— from the specific language used, to
trending topics and prevailing tone.
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¼

The conversation happening in a community on Twitter often reflects the
greater discussion of an audience and can help shape how a brand should
speak to their own customers and how much time and effort the brand
should be putting into social media to move the needle.

82%

of B2B content marketers use
Twitter for organic content
marketing
- HOOTSUITE

twitter

Twitter’s user base predicted to grow 2.4% in 2021

71%

of B2B technology companies said
Twitter is their top social media
platform for product launch
- WEBBIQUIT Y
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- HOOTSUITE

CLIO
@goclio

twitter

16.3K

Followers

T WIT TER BIO
Clio is the world’s leading provider of cloud-based legal
software, providing lawyers with low-barrier, affordable
solutions to manage and grow their firms.
Activity Level: Very active / tweeting 5 times or more per week
Qualifications: Verification badge creates instant legitimacy
and trust
Engagement Level: Very responsive to users
Example: Tweeting “We’ll see you there” in response to a user
attending their virtual cloud conference
Post Content: Posts primarily are blog posts, articles on legal
tech, and company news, events, and announcements

How They Typically Engage:
` Often engages with users by asking relatable questions
` Example: “Tell me you’re a #lawyer without telling me
you’re a lawyer”
` Uses hashtags to increase brand awareness and
visibility across Twitter
` Example: “We know how to throw one heck of a party.
At this year’s #ClioCloud9, you can expect to be wow-ed
by legendary entertainers, including…”
` Retweets posts featuring leadership members or
company news to solidify expertise and position

` Posts often incorporate visuals — whether images or
videos — to enhance engagement rates
` Community Engagement: Of all competitors, Clio receives
the most favorites, retweets, and comments on posts
` How They Use the Platform: Clio prioritizes Twitter to
interact with stakeholders in order to increase brand
awareness and positive, helpful reputation
` How They Talk to Users: Informational and empowering
tone intended to deliver key information to users while
also speaking at a peer-to- peer level

themselves as leaders in the legal field
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Zola Suite
@ZolaSuite

twitter

702

Followers

T WIT TER BIO
Next generation cloud-based legal #practicemanagement
software. Zola Suite delivers a single source of truth to
data-driven firms.
Activity Level: Active on Twitter/tweets 3-4 days a week
Types of Followers: Most followers are law firms, lawyers and
other users in legal field
Profile Customization: Includes product in cover image to
promote who they are and what they want to sell to their users
Engagement Level: Generally non-responsive with users,
suggesting Twitter is not a priority or internally staffed
Post Content: Posts mostly promotes timely news articles,
company announcements and questions to keep
followers engaged
` Example: Should #legaltech knowledge be tested on the bar exam?

How They Typically Engage:
` Frequently uses hashtags to create campaigns and a cadence of
posts users can grow familiar with
` Example: It’s #FeatureFriday so let’s talk about Zola Suite’s email
management system!
` How They Talk to Users: Zola Suite leverages a casual tone
of voice to create an environment that invites users into
the legal conversation
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PracticePanther
@practicepanther

twitter

10.2K

Followers

T WIT TER BIO
Simple and secure law practice management software
for lawyers and firms. Case management, time tracking,
& more. #legalsoftware practicepanther.com
Activity Level: Very Active on Twitter/tweets 3-4 days a week
Profile Customization: Product promotion in cover image to give
users a preview of who they are and what they sell
Community Following: PracticePanther holds the 2nd most
followers out of all competitors with 10.1k
Engagement Level: PracticePanther ranks #2 for engagement
rate of competitors analyzed, receiving consistent favorites,
retweets, and comments from users

How They Typically Engage:
` Mostly one-way interaction, promoting blog posts,
sharing company news, without attempting to start
conversations with users
` Posts include images to enhance engagement rate
` Uses hashtags like #lawtwitter, #labor, #employment
to attract more users and increase brand visibility
across platform
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Soluno
@SolunoLegal

twitter

132

Followers

T WIT TER BIO
Cloud-based and made for law: master your law firm
with Soluno
Profile Customization: Uses bio to quickly
and succinctly communicate value
Activity Level: Not active on Twitter — tweeting every every
few weeks to every few months
Post Content: Promotes blog posts, articles, news
announcements, and events that they sponsor or participate in
Community Engagement: Fewest followers out of all
competitors with 132, however receives quality engagement
on posts with retweets and favorites

How They Use the Platform:
` Promotes company culture and recruiting efforts
by posting about leadership, company culture,
and job opportunities

How They Talk to Users:
` Informative and educational tone of voice intended
to speak directly to user and promote the value
of Soluno’s software
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CosmoLex
@CosmolexLegal

twitter

1,810

Followers

T WIT TER BIO
A fully integrated law practice management solution
that lets solo attorneys & small law firms manage their
practice, billing, & accounting with just one login.
Profile Customization: Promotes product in cover image
Activity Level: Very active / tweets every day
Engagement Level: One-way interaction, mostly self-referencing
company and spending very little time interacting with followers
Community Following: CosmoLex ranks #3 in followers amongst
competitors reviewed
Types of Followers: 1,810 followers – user accounts for lawyers,
law firms, and legal tech professionals

How They Talk to Users:
` Leverages an approachable tone to show users that they
are a welcoming and authentic brand
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Litify
@LitifyHQ

twitter

577

Followers

T WIT TER BIO
The Legal Operating System. Built on Salesforce,
Litify is the business transformation platform designed
to work the way you do.
Activity Level: Active / tweets 3 to 4 days a week

How They Typically Engage:
` Mostly one-way interaction, tweets about company news and
announcements without bringing followers into conversation
` How They Use the Platform: Low engagement rate suggest
Litify is more focused on sharing content and
not engaging in dialogue
` How They Talk to Users: Tone of voice is professional
and informational
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CenterBase
@Centerbase

twitter

342

Followers

T WIT TER BIO
Centerbase is the leading customizable, cloud-based legal
accounting, billing, and practice management solution
for mid-sized firms.
Engagement Level: Active / tweets every couple of days
Community Following: An established market leader,
Centerbase has very few Twitter followers and second lowest
for competitors reviewed

How They Use the Platform:
` Uses a conversational approach to bring followers
into the conversation

How They Talk to Users:
` Informative and educational tone of voice intended
to speak directly to user and promote the value
of Soluno’s software
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LeanLaw
@LeanLawCo

twitter

1,140

Followers

T WIT TER BIO
Financial Software to Mid-size Law Firms. Deeply
integrated w/ #QuickBooks Online. LeanLaw Accounting
Pro network of ProAdvisers specialize in law firms
Activity Level: Very Active / tweets 4-5 days a week
Community Following: Ranks #4 in followers amongst
all competitors

How They Typically Engage:
` One way interaction/ posts about company news and
product while rarely interacting with follower base
` How They Talk to Users: Informational and educational tone
to provide users with insight and to demonstrate expertise
and transparency
` How They Use the Platform: Use Twitter to promote company
news/articles and product
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¼

Most competitors are fairly active on Twitter, with an average of
tweeting at least 3 times a week. Clio and Cosmo Lex tweet almost
daily.

¼

Most competitors do not use Twitter with the purpose to engage
directly with customers, but instead use it to promote themselves and
their solutions

¼

Majority of competitors don’t have a high engagement rate for tweets.
Contributing factors to low engagement include: information vs
conversational tone, one-way vs two-way content, poor responsive
rate for users

¼

Clio and PracticePanther are the two competitors that leverage
Twitter most effectively today. These brands have not only built
a large following but understand how to engage followers in a
meaningful way that ignites a response

¼

Most competitors use Twitter as a vehicle to share information like
infographics and promote webinars and events that they sponsored
or lead

¼

50% of competitors rely on visual content to increase engagement
rates and deliver value in more creative, consumable ways than they
do on their websites
Almost all competitors receive more favorites than retweets on posts.
This dynamic makes it difficult to organically grow a following, and
suggests that account content being posted doesn’t have enough
impact or high “shareability”

¼

Soluno and Clio do the best job sharing and posting about the people
behind and impacted by their brand. This allows the brand to
simultaneously show expertise, while also showing a positive work
environment to attract new recruits

¼

Centerbase, Clio and CosmoLex were only competitors to share videos
— these videos almost always had a higher engagement rate than
posts that solely used text

¼

LeanLaw uses Twitter simarlily to competitors, focused on one-way
interactions — sharing company news, announcements and blog
posts, and promoting product features

¼

Overall, competition is not leveraging Twitter in a meaningful way
with the legal community on Twitter. LeanLaw to step in and use
social media in a way that builds awareness, drives conversions, and
further separates from competition
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Key Takeaways
& Analysis

¼
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Twitter
Opportunities

Driving Meaningful Engagement
When it comes to brand awareness, Twitter can be a useful tool for forward-thinking
organizations. Twitter can enable a brand to be “in the room” for conversations their
customers are having and help brands shape online discourse surrounding related
topics. The result is that brands are seen as more than a company, and that customers
view them as peers who “get it” and thought leaders on important matters.
An active Twitter account can also develop general brand awareness into brand growth
– drawing in top talent, brand new customers and offering new opportunities. It’s not
just about posting content — it’s about posting valuable content. From getting customer
feedback to improving brand awareness in the market to demonstrating expertise,
there’s a variety of ways Twitter can support a brand’s marketing strategy.
Below are phased recommendations to help LeanLaw build a digital presence that
effectively engages target audiences and deepens LeanLaw’s stance as an industry
thought leader.
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30-60-90
Strategy
Tell a story. Demonstrate expertise. Build
community. Transform the industry.

30
Days
Evaluate and
Enhance

• Review Twitter account to update profile images and bio to be as current as
possible
• Curate your feed by using the Twitter “Lists” function to prioritize content
from relevant accounts or subscribe to lists others have already created
• Spend time each day looking for additional users in target personas group
to follow in order to increase brand visibility (firms, attorneys, admin staff,
journalists, etc)
• Build a follower base by proactively following likeminded accounts,
“favoriting” tweets, engaging with others through conversation and
retweeting legal accounts
• Share links and provide commentary to timely industry articles and news to
establish credibility
• Establish your social tone of voice and introduce your brand to the world:
show the LeanLaw personality, be human and authentic
• Create a list of relevant keywords that should be used when possible in
Tweet messaging to enhance brand SEO and make the account searchable to
others (legal billing, financial software for legal firms, mid-sized law firms)
• Find a posting schedule that works for you, the ideal posting schedule
balances what is realistic with what can be consistent – social media is a
long game! (i.e tweet at least once a day, every 3 days, three times a week)
• Set a “pinned tweet” at the top of your profile that expands on your bio or
offers something valuable to users who visit your page for the first time (i.e
link to downloadable content or LeanLaw overview video)
• Begin posting visual content such as videos and infographics using Twitter
best practices
• Pay attention to how your competitors are using Twitter – are they
connecting with customers? Are they talking only about themselves or do
they get users involved? Do they post once a month then go silent?
• Use email marketing or other digital vehicles to encourage your network to
follow you on Twitter
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30-60-90
Strategy
Tell a story. Demonstrate expertise. Build
community. Transform the industry.

60
Days

• Ramp up consistency of visual content, i.e social images, infographics to
explain complex subject matter in consumable ways (1-3 posts per week)

Create and
Connect

• Start a video series featuring LeanLaw leadership on camera to humanize
brand and demonstrate expertise

• Launch more intricate evergreen campaigns that can span across multiple
weeks and include a variety of differing content (examples: “Feature
Friday”, “Better Legal Billing” campaign, “Managing Distributed Law Firms”
campaign)

• Use Twitter as a vehicle to promote downloadable content such as
white papers, reports, ebooks and other collateral and capture contact
information— driving users from Twitter to unique landing pages
• Leverage unique Twitter features such as “Polls” to gather real-time
feedback from users
• Run contests and giveaways to increase follower count and enhance brand
awareness
• Review the built-in Twitter Analytics feature to see what content followers
are responding to and how you can adapt
• Identify and reach out to industry influencers to build relationships and
increase exposure: offer free content, ask a question about their work or a
piece of recent news, present an opportunity to collaborate
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30-60-90
Strategy
Tell a story. Demonstrate expertise. Build
community. Transform the industry.

90
Days
Create and
Connect

• Maintain posting consistency balancing traditional text-based tweets with
visual content
• Use paid advertisements to broaden audience and target specific user
groups
• Offer incentives, content downloads and linked posts to drive traffic from
Twitter to the LeanLaw website
• Use a content scheduling tool such as Hootsuite to schedule content ahead
of time in order to create an active presence across time while reducing dayto-day manual effort
• Transition from reacting to news to providing expert commentary on articles
and announcements
• User Twitter to promote LeanLaw-hosted events such as webinars, live
streams and more
• Focus on responding to any messages and account mentions in a timely
manner, use Twitter to promote transparency and customer service, and
further separate from competition
• Conduct a general audit of Twitter profile to ensure your profile reflects latest
messaging and branding
• Share customer testimonials to show vs tell when discussing benefits for
mid-sized law firms
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Content
Types
Supporting your overall Twitter strategy
with valuable content

Infographics and Images
Consumable digital content
• Leverage metrics such as customer statistics and more general/evergreen statistics to
show expertise, build trust and make a business case for LeanLaw (examples: time saved/
spent in manual vs automated workflows – Save a Day a Month)
• Create before/after infographics that quantify cost and time savings to customers
• Highlight platform differentiators and key features using polished images
• Leverage infographics to show the difference between LeanLaw’s solution and other legal
billing platforms, without naming competitors directly
• Create an easily editable template to use to promote customer testimonials, showing value
vs talking about value
• Share photos of LeanLaw team (at events, speaking, collaborating, etc) to humanize
organization and built trust and transparency

Videos
Putting the LeanLaw mission in motion
• Weekly or monthly video series that 1) showcases legal expertise 2) shows faces behind
the organization and 3) discusses legal billing in an approachable way
• Use short video clips or GIFs to show platform walkthroughs and demonstrate new/key
features
• Compile and share video testimonials from willing customers
• Create an animated overview video that introduce the LeanLaw brand, the origin story, and
why LeanLaw is the most trusted legal billing tool
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Content
Types
Supporting your overall Twitter strategy
with valuable content

Downloadable Content
Twitter as a vehicle to offer tangible value
• Promote longer-form white papers, reports, ebooks and more to offer actionable value and
capture contact information of potential customers
■

5 ways to get the most out of your legal billing platform

■

How to turn invoices into opportunities

■

Just Add Automation: How to take the burden out of legal billing

• Create tangible short-form content such as a “legal billing checklist”, helping customers
quickly vet new tools and find the platform that works for them — positioning LeanLaw as
the no-brainer tool
• Develop insights and content around remote work, the need for cloud-based tools, and
other timely news that connects legal pain points to universal events and demonstrates
immediate need for LeanLaw

Contests & Giveaways
Practicing Law is Complex, Billing for It is Simple
• Run a brand awareness giveaway encouraging users to follow/retweet LeanLaw in order to
receive a free trial, gain exclusive access to other content pieces, receive free merchandise
• Develop contests associated with relevant events such as Love Your Lawyer Day
(November 5th) or National Pro Bono Week (Last week of October)
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Content
Types
Supporting your overall Twitter strategy
with valuable content

Evergreen Campaigns
Ongoing content, ongoing impact
• Persona-focused campaigns, with a focus on Attorneys who are more likely to be Twitter
users:
• Campaign that shows understanding of major pain points using playful, peer-to-peer
approach and a variety of digital content types
■

“Less time billing, more time winning.”

■

“Get your time back (and bill for it)”
• “Admin Appreciation” campaign targeted toward admin staff within firms
• “End the Monthly Billing Nightmare” campaign targeted toward firm partners

• Campaigns highlighting LeanLaw differentiators, such as highlighting new and improved
invoice capabilities
• General legal billing campaigns highlighting specific topics — timekeeping, reporting,
cloud-based — discussing current challenges and highlighting urgency for a better solution
• Videos, infographics and unique landing pages and campaigns that highlight LeanLaw’s
mission and core differentiators
• Create an interactive calculator to show potential customers cost and time savings as a
result of using LeanLaw
• Campaign that focuses on doing better, more efficient work in the office, so modern teams
can live a more balanced lifestyle
■

“Improving Legal Life”

■

“Bring Balance to Billing”
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How to qualify success
Use these qualitative metrics to measure success:

2
3
4

How much engagement your messages receive.

Quality of engagement
The type of engagement your messages receive — retweets,
favorites, comments, impressions — and who is engaging with
your content (i.e a response from a relevant legal journalist is
worth ten general users).

Follower count
How many people are actively following your posts.

General buzz
“Buzz” is not scientific. It’s a mixture of priceless elements
that can’t necessarily be quantified. Did a LeanLaw tweet
make the press? Did you overhear someone mention LeanLaw
in conversation? It’s this general buzz that lets us know that
LeanLaw’s Twitter strategy is working.

10 5
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Engagement metrics
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Brand
Personality

How we look and feel
LeanLaw is empowering mid-sized law firms with a one of a kind legal billing
solution, powering deeper insights, smarter processes, better ROI and more
delightful client partnerships. Through years of firsthand experience, innovation
and results, the LeanLaw team has earned the right to call ourselves the leading
legal billing tool. Due to our unique approach and track record, our brand is
trusted, forward-thinking and driven by solving real-world challenges. This is
accurate today, and aspirational.
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How we look and feel

At LeanLaw, we want to be perceived
by customers as:
¼ Relentlessly focused on delivering value
¼ Not afraid to take on what other legal billing products
have not
¼ Focused on solving real jobs to be done with real
world solutions
¼ People-centric, keeping the people who use our
product at the forefront
¼ Confident but not arrogant, empathizing with
customers and earning their trust
¼ Deeply committed to enabling customers to succeed

By contrast, we do not want
customers to view us as:
½ Inauthentic or out of touch
½ Jargon-dependant, arrogant or aloof

½ Unnecessarily complex or overly general
½ Self-important or non-listening — it’s not about us,
it’s about what we can do for you

10 7
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½ Satisfied with maintaining the status quo

Putting a Voice
to Values
The Brand Personality Test
Your personality plays a critical role in the way you interact with others and the relationships you build over time.
A brand’s personality is the same way. Punch’s Brand Personality Test helps analyze the way users perceive
brand messaging by rating the brand on four distinct categories. This enables us to construct LeanLaw’s
personality in a manner that is unique and encourages users to spend time with the brand.
CATEGORIES

Conversational

Introverted

• Conversational tone is engaging, authentic and mimics

• Introverted tone focuses more on the company and its

an in-person discussion. Language leverages second
person point of view, including words such as “you” and
“yours.”

• Example: “You understand that your brand is only as
successful as your team.”

Academic
• Academic tone is professional, comprehensive, and

often includes advanced vocabulary. Text is formal and
external sources are heavily relied upon.

• Example: “The 2021 study conducted by the Academic

Academy shows that employees are the primary factor
for overall business success.”

products than it does on the user challenges and needs.

• Example: “We have experienced employees that can get
any job done.”

Extroverted
• Extroverted tone puts the user first and often addresses
stakeholders specifically.

• “Your mission deserves a team that can deliver high
quality work in a timely manner.”

Simple
• Simple tone communicates necessary information
concisely and directly.

Emotional
• Emotional tone connects with readers by constructing

reliable stories based on circumstances and experiences.
This narrative-driven approach humanizes the brand.

• Example: “As a business owner, you know how it feels to
search high and low for quality employees.”

Rational
• Rational tone relies on logical steps to demonstrate value
and help readers arrive at desired outcomes. Rational
language is usually more technical and direct.

• Example: “Businesses are only as successful as their
employees.”

Complex
• Complex tone is comprehensive, formal and complicated.
Words can often be cut and sentence structure can be
simplified.

• “As proven time and time again, the success of a

business relies heavily on the employees that show up to
work each day.”

• Example: “Find quality employees by partnering with a
recruiting agency in your area.”

© COPYRIGHT 2021 PUNCH & LEANLAW
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LeanLaw Brand
Personality
Traits – CRES
Conversational – Rational – Extroverted – Simple

The following qualities are personality traits of the LeanLaw
brand, and should be reflected in LeanLaw’s written
communication whenever possible. If a piece of writing meets
these qualifications, then that work is considered on-brand.
Refer to the following personality guidelines to ensure brand
consistency across all written communication.
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LeanLaw Brand Personality Traits — CRES

Conversational
Our tone of voice
is approachable
and inviting

¼

Speak to target personas as an informed peer, at their level of
understanding and showing attention to unique pain points and
value drivers. Make clear that LeanLaw understands what midsized firms need because we’ve been there and we “are them”.

¼

Write persona-specific content — and unique website pages
for Partners, Attorneys, Firm Administrators and Accounting/
Billing Staff — to help users self-select and get value faster.

¼

Create a two-way messaging experience that is closer to an
in-person conversation — using first / second person language
such as “we” and “you”, asking questions, providing clear callto-actions and avoiding overly technical language when simpler
words will do

¼

Use consistent content hierarchy — headlines, imagery, buttons,
body text — within website pages to help guide users down the
page without overwhelming them or making it difficult to find
what they need

¼

Extend messaging to social media platforms to engage customers
and let them know LeanLaw is actively listening and keeping
them in mind — use social media to ask about product features,
provide “customer spotlights”, create polls

Conversati
¼

© COPYRIGHT 2021 PUNCH & LEANLAW

Transparency and trust are two key pillars of value driving
the brand, and should be carried throughout all messaging —
customers should feel like they can trust LeanLaw and that
they are speaking with humans that care about making life
better for them.

110

LeanLaw Brand Personality Traits — CRES

Rational
Our impact can be
measured

¼

Highlight how LeanLaw is purpose-built to drive tangible results
— i.e. giving time back to teams and helping firms cut costs while
scaling operations — this can be done both in text and using
visuals such as videos, infographics and other metrics

¼

Use data and 3rd party validation to show vs tell that LeanLaw
is the most trusted legal billing tool — logo rolls, customer
testimonials, press/news section, awards wall

¼

Emphasize how LeanLaw was built by lawyers for lawyers —
LeanLaw understands what today’s miz-sized firms need

¼

Leverage customer stories / use cases when possible throughout
the website to back up claims

¼

All messaging should balance aspirations with knowing what the
product can actually deliver on — while LeanLaw is a fact-first
brand, a sense of emotion and ambition should still be present

¼

LeanLaw is objective — messaging should avoid sales-heavy,
jargon-dependent language and instead provide the facts and
empower users to make educated decisions

Rational
© COPYRIGHT 2021 PUNCH & LEANLAW
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LeanLaw Brand Personality Traits — CRES

Extroverted
Our commitment is
to our customers

¼

Actively make life easy for customers — ensure that website
messaging and architecture work together to form a logical
narrative informed by data to guide customers toward value vs
assuming they know what to look for

¼

Humanize company to show “the real people who get it” who
have made this solution — bring in company/team photos when
appropriate (About / Leadership page) so users see that “people like
me” are behind the scenes

¼

Always position the customer the “hero” and LeanLaw the “guide”
on their path to success, using empowering messaging that helps
users feel confident and supported in their legal journey

¼

Invite customers into the experience — provide avenues to leave
feedback, connect with the LeanLaw team, sign up for a newsletter,
provide product feedback, follow social accounts and more

¼

Publish relevant and timely insights to highlight team member
expertise and discuss timely and relevant legal topics

Extrovert
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LeanLaw Brand Personality Traits — CRES

Simple
Our value is in
making legal life
simple

¼

Legal billing doesn’t have to be complex — present challenges in
a concise and clear way that users can relate to, and offer deeper
technical content to target personas when appropriate

¼

Use short sentences and words with three or fewer syllables
when possible to enhance the ability to scan and get immediate
value from content

¼

Use benefit-driven headlines and bullet points to simplify more
technical explanations that follow in body paragraphs and
downloadable content

¼

Enhance readability by using visuals when possible to simplify
complex subject matter while offering different ways for users to
gain insight

¼

Less is more — reflect the simplicity customers feel using
LeanLaw by ensuring that the entire website experience, from
messaging to visuals, reflects that

Simple
© COPYRIGHT 2021 PUNCH & LEANLAW
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Online
Review Sites

What Customers Are Saying
Customers are at the core of what you do. It’s the customers who
determine the effectiveness of your product and ultimately the success
of your organization. While data serves an essential purpose for driving
decisions, it’s also important to explore the quantitative information
customers provide — from the language they use to their tone. This
section serves as a snapshot of the way customers talk about competitor
brands and products.
Sources: capterra.com
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CLIO
Via Capterra

“We chose it nearly a decade ago. They
constantly evolve and have addressed issues
proactively. With the new integration to QBO it
is a product worthy of consideration.”
Christopher C.
CTO
Law Practice, 1-10 employees
Used the software for: 2+ years

“I have been using Clio for over 5 years, I have
seen how they have been updating to the
moon. I like how easy your job can be using
this software. You can have access to your case
everywhere, including on your phone. You
can see every movement everyone did, it is
amazing.”
Yadira C.
Paralegal
Law Practice, 11-50 employees

“The sales staff are good at staying in touch
but once you sign up you never hear from them
again. The tech support people completely
ignore their customers’ needs. I have had a
tech issue with the G-mail plug in for 3 months
with no serious efforts to resolve the issue that
are discernable from my end and a refusal to
permit me to speak with the IT developers or
upper management.”
James B.
Owner
Law Practice, 1-10 employees
Used the software for: 6-12 months

“The customer service I received was unheard
of. As a business owner, I train our team
members to give outstanding customer service.
This company did the complete opposite. After
my experience, they do not deserve any type of
“pros” about the software.”

Used the software for: 2+ years

“Clio is the future. Allowing us to grow and
manage the business with much more efficacy.
Allows staff to work remotely when required
which is amazing for morale. Perfect for postCOVID realities. Critical for surviving in the
modern world and changing legal landscape.”

Gabby G.
Paralegal
Law Practice, 1-10 employees
Used the software for: 1-2 years

Phillip M.
CEO and Principal
Law Practice, 11-50 employees
Used the software for: 1-2 years
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Zola Suite
Via Capterra

“I was petrified to switch from Timeslips after
25 years, but Zola made it easy to figure out
how to set up and use for billing. Seriously, the
customer support could not possibly be better!”
Susan C.
Attorney
Law Practice, Self-employed

“First and foremost, being able to access the software
via a web-based login is extremely useful, especially
when so many of us are working from home. Time entry
is straightforward and easy. I do feel like it is helping us
capture a higher percentage of our billable work than we
did in the past. Most of the reporting functionality is really
great. Customer support has been extremely responsive
and helpful. Integration with Quickbooks Online is really
nice.”

Used the software for: Less than 6 months
“The customer service is excellent. Sometimes a software
can be good, but if the customer service is not as good or
better, it can make working with it more difficult. I have
always had great customer support whenever calling
Zola, and I called a lot at the beginning of the software
implementation. I don’t call as often now, but I know when
I do call, I will get the same customer support as I did when
I called more often. The Customer Support team is very
good!”

Eva A.
Paralegal

Michael G.
Managing Partner
Law Practice, 11-50 employees
Used the software for: Less than 6 months
“The software does not function even close to the way it
was advertised to my firm. It is glitchy, unreliable, and
requires updates to do things we were told it did from the
start. The “dual sync” email and calendar features do not
function properly, nor does the recurring task function.
IF the software did what it said it did when it was sold to
us, I’d be happy....but it doesn’t. In short, the software has

Legal Services, 11-50 employees

damaged my practice because it cannot be trusted and

Used the software for: 6-12 months

because it is not the product we were sold.”

Unfortunately, this product does not work and
the company cannot fix it. While using the
software for 6 months, we encountered several
glitches. The company has been unable to
deliver the upgrades and improvements that it
promised.”

Jay D.
Partner
Law Practice, 11-50 employees
Used the software for: 6-12 months

Catherine B.
Owner
Law Practice, 1-10 employees
Used the software for: 6-12 months
© COPYRIGHT 2021 PUNCH & LEANLAW
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PracticePanther
Via Capterra

“Easy to integrate from previous case
management system, and a dream to use since
doing so. Couldn’t ask for a better, more user
friendly product.”
Dorothy R.
Paralegal

“Sales rep was very proactive and made all the glorious
representations when he tried to sell us the software,
seemingly really proud and confident in the product. When
we decided to give it a try by purchasing licenses for our
CRM & Marketing team, he disapproved of the approach
and maintained that the step-by-step implementation
is the worst approach in his experience. We took his
representations in good faith and purchased full licenses

Legal Services, 1-10 employees

for all our staff. However, after many attempts trying

Used the software for: 2+ years

to make the software work, we realized the CRM and

“Super easy to use! We love that we can create
custom fields for a contact or matter and have
really enjoyed the automation portion of the
software. The templates are easy to create and
automatically pull the information from the
contact and matter sections that we need.”
Brenda S.
Legal Assistant
Law Practice, 1-10 employees
Used the software for: 6-12 months
“Having begun my career at a time when I tracked my
activities with handwritten notes in a hardbound red
diary, I was skeptical of the service and worried whether it
would be more complex and troublesome than it is worth.

automation is really poorly designed, unreliable, and is
wasting us more time using the software than using our
established system.

Iris S.
Associate Attorney
Law Practice, 11-50 employees
Used the software for: Less than 6 months

“Wasted hours trying to make it integrated
with QuickBooks, only to have PP blame
Quickbooks for PP inability to integrate. I spent
at least 12 hours and gave up the integration.
Do not believe them when they say it works
with Quickbooks Online. Do not waste your
time.”

It has wound up that PP is completely intuitive (even for an
old guy) and ever-so-much more efficient than scribbling
in a journal or just keeping a spreadsheet. I’d recommend
to any SME/law firm”

Donovan B.
Partner

Tracy G.
CPA
Accounting, 1-10 employees
Used the software for: Less than 6 months

Law Practice, 11-50 employees
Used the software for: 1-2 years
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Soluno
Via Capterra

“Soluno has the best of both worlds – the law
firm business intelligence of a mature product
like PCLaw with the freedom and convenience
of a browser-based solution. I love everything
about it.”

Barry S.
Lawyer
Law Practice, 1-10 employees
Used the software for: Less than 6 months

“We had been users of PCLaw for many years,
but the current state of that program was
too uncertain for us to continue. Soluno did
everything for us that PCLaw did and it did it
without crashing or locking up. Soluno is also
a more modern product. The look and feel is of
a much newer program and it operates like a
much newer product.”
Ed K.
Controller
Law Practice, 11-50 employees
Used the software for: 6-12 months

“This product is exceptional in that (i) it is
very easy to use and (ii) it combines the backoffice accounting and the front office so it is
comprehensive and fulsome. This is why this
product stands out above all others. The ease of
use and the fact that it contains all back office
accounting, plus the exceptional customer
support from the provider, simply make this
product exceptional. I should also note that
the support in migrating our data from the
previous software has been exceptional as
well.”
Ben H.
Principal
Law Practice, 1-10 employees
Used the software for: 6-12 months
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CosmoLex
Via Capterra

“Excellent software and customer service is
easy and knowledgeable when needed.”
Apryl S.
Paralegal

“I occasionally run into accounting difficulties
in terms of writing off charges or editing past
transactions, but I’m not sure that’s a drawback
of CosmoLex as much as it is my ignorance of
accounting best practices.”

Law Practice, 1-10 employees
Used the software for: 1-2 years

Ed E.
Lawyer
Law Practice, Self-employed

“Having a web-based platform is important so
that I can access it from anywhere. CosmoLex
has a user-friendly interface compared to the
previous accounting software I used. It also
suits my needs for having one platform that
includes accounting software and practice
management.”
Kevin K.
Lawyer

Used the software for: 2+ years

“I struggled to select my first LPM platform.
Most of the lead players appeared to offer
the same features. I finally chose CosmoLex
because of its accounting functions and the
LawPay integration. I have been using it for
about a month, and I have no complaints.”

Legal Services, 1-10 employees
Used the software for: Less than 6 months

Joshua D.
Managing Attorney
Law Practice, Self-employed
Used the software for: Less than 6 months
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Litify
Via Capterra

“I don’t love the Salesforce UI. It gets the job
done, but it’s a bit clunky to navigate compared
to some other cloud-based platforms, however,
this is not something Litify has control of so
I wouldn’t count it as a reason not to use this
application. Not the best option for firms
with under 20 users unless there was an
expectation of growth. Unless you plan on
using it as is, with no customization, it would
be advantageous to have in house technical
resources.”
Jon L.
COO / CFO
Law Practice, 201-500 employees

“The fact that they tied themselves to
Salesforce caused many headaches that
involved an unacceptable answer of “Sorry
we cannot do anything about it, because of
Salesforce”. Something as simple as adding a
new user took almost a week to add and since
Salesforce requires upfront cost, that cost
was pushed to us with no room to back out of a
contract.”

Keith F.
Head of Operations
Unspecified
Used the software for: 6-12 months

Used the software for: 1-2 years

“The reporting is GREAT! High performance
and user friendly. I am able to work on my task/
duties more efficiently ; highly recommended.”
Catalina A.
Closing Supervisor

“Litify is built on top of Salesforce with
lots of custom objects. I’ve run into a lot of
challenges integrating other products. Many
products integrate with Salesforce but once the
engineers get involved and try to integrate with
Litify, it’s a problem.”

Legal Services, 201-500 employees
Used the software for: 6-12 months

Susan T.
Director of Contact Center Operations
Law Practice, 51-200 employees
Used the software for: Less than 6 months
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Centerbase
Via Capterra

“The implementation, what was promise
regarding our setup and support”
Sheila L.
Office Manager
Law Practice, 11-50 employees
Used the software for: 6-12 months

“The customer service is amazing. The CEO is
committed to learning from his customers and
actively engages and listens to help make the
product better every day.”
Moira L.
Managing Partner
Law Practice, 11-50 employees
Used the software for: 1-2 years

This software allows our company to have
a document management, timekeeping and
reporting software all in one. Very easy for all
of my staff to use and navigate daily. Reporting
and accounting features could be improved, but
are adequate.
Cassie K.
Firm Administrator
Legal Services, 11-50 employees
Used the software for: 1-2 years
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LeanLaw
Via Capterra

Pros

Cons

These guys know what business owners need and keep

“It’s a simple solution for timekeeping and billing

delivering. I can’t say enough about them. There were

but doesn’t contain the reporting or features of other

growing pains in the beginning but every time I needed

products.”

assistance the team at LeanLaw was there to help. If
you are on the fence about moving from a competitor to
LeanLaw STOP waiting and get moving. You will be glad
you did!

Nick V.
Office Manager/bookkeeper

Thomas B.
Partner
Law Practice, 1-10 employees
Used the software for: 6-12 months

Law Practice, 1-10 employees
Used the software for: 6-12 months
“It’s easy to learn and use. The web-based interface is

“Could not format the invoice statement to our liking.

clean and simple and easy to read and use. It handles

Not flexible at all. Not being able to change the look of

both time entry, billing, and trust accounting, which is

our bills was very problematic.”

essential because Quickbooks either doesn’t do those
things, or does them so poorly that it’s impossible to
figure out. However, Leanlaw’s Quickbooks integration is
excellent and reliable.”

Gregory C.
Managing Partner

Gregory S.
Managing Partner
Law Practice, 1-10 employees
Used the software for: 1-2 years

Law Practice, 1-10 employees
Used the software for: 1-2 years

“I enjoy the ease of use and the integration with

“Billing, I know they’re working towards adding a

Quickbooks. LeanLaw takes the stress out of accounting

select/deselect-all function so I don’t have to remove

for lawyers. The customer service is always excellent.”

thousands of entries slowly which is good. I do find
when we have a large invoice with a lot of entries it is

Mitchell K.
Owner
Law Practice, Self-employed
Used the software for: Less than 6 months

extremely slow and close to unusable.”

Ian M.
Staff Accountant
Law Practice, 11-50 employees
Used the software for: 6-12 months
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LeanLaw
Via Capterra

Pros

Cons

“The timekeeping features give attorneys everything

“The reporting interface is quite smashed together

they need to manage tracking billable hours. That it is

and leaves much to be desired. The interface limits

integrated with Quickbooks is an amazing feature.”

itself across the tabs rather than allowing differences
between the tabs more.”

Deborah W.
Managing Partner
Law Practice, 1-10 employees

Richard S.
CFO

Used the software for: 1-2 years

Accounting, 1-10 employees
Used the software for: 6-12 months

“The product is easy to set up and easy to use. The
integration with Quickbooks is great – it made it possible
for me to confidently use Quickbooks, which I had never
used before. The team is very responsive to customer
service questions and any questions/issues are very
quickly addressed. They are great communicators.”

Kevin L.
Founder
Law Practice, Self-employed
Used the software for: 2+ years
“Integration was quite easy. Using LeanLaw has
significantly cut down the hours spent invoicing
clients. It’s a user-friendly interface, the customer
service is excellent, and the software is cost-effective. I
recommend it highly for small law firms.”

Judy G.
Firm Administrator
Law Practice, 1-10 employees
Used the software for: 6-12 months
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Online Review
Takeaways

Customers value simplicity — and want a legal billing tool
that is easy to set up, doesn’t require a steep learning curve
for staff and delivers an intuitive user experience that makes
legal billing easy
Customers value automation — prioritizing legal software
that can reduce manual efforts for staff, freeing up time and
making overall quality of life better
Customers value robust reporting capabilities — enabling
firm’s to see a macro view of operations while also providing
ability to drill down to the case level and understand
compensation, productivity, time spent and more
Customers value customer support — and fully recognize
when companies are responsive and do everything possible to
help them unlock a product’s full potential
Customers value flexibility — emphasizing importance of a
browser-based tool that empowers staff to deliver value from
anywhere, especially as remote work increases
Customers value transparency — highlighting the
importance of trust and transparency not only between firm
and client, but between product company and firm. Many
reviews included antidotes about being misled during sales
process and experiencing frustrations later on.
Customers understand the value of the invoice — further
emphasizing how invoices are impressions, and driving home
need for polished, customizable invoice capabilities
Customers value innovation — and appreciate when
companies push the boundaries to add new features that
address modern day challenges
Customers value progress — based on customer reviews,
there is no solution that is entirely perfect, however most
customers are willing to look past shortcomings if the
company is transparent, responsive and dedicated to
addressing gaps

© COPYRIGHT 2021 PUNCH & LEANLAW
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In the news

The media is an audience touchpoint that is often overlooked. As
trusted institutions and online publishers, the media has the power
to spread awareness and change minds. Press is used as a way to
provide credibility and for others to vet and validate. It helps keep
brands relevant and in the conversation. Below is a recent snapshot
of how competitors are appearing in the media. This compilation
does not include press releases or other pieces written about an
organization by someone in that same organization.

© COPYRIGHT 2021 PUNCH & LEANLAW
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In the News

clio
Forbes

Clio Attains Legal Practice Management
Software Market Leadership And Unicorn
Status
“The vast majority of legal firms are small practices
operating in much the way they had for the past 30
years. One company, Clio, set out to change that with the
introduction of cloud-based, easy-to-use web tools for
practice management.”
“We realized that lawyers in the year 2007 were
practicing in many ways the same way they would have
been practicing in the year 1987. It really hadn’t been
fundamentally changed by technology. And we thought
that the cloud and well-designed intuitive software
delivered through the cloud could maybe be that innovation
that finally helped bring technology to legal and help
transform legal with technology,” says Clio Co-Founder and
CEO, Jack Newton.

Above The Law Podcast

How You Can Ride The Wave Of Practice
Management Tech: Innovation is fast and
new features abound. But how do you vet
your options?
Joshua Lenon of Clio talks about the law practice
management software being used by several law
firms today.

© COPYRIGHT 2021 PUNCH & LEANLAW
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In the News

Zola Suite
Long Island Business News

Port Washington legal-tech firm
merges with San Diego firm
“The merger comes at a time when law firms spend
an estimated $3 billion on legal technology, according
to published studies. That market continues to grow,
especially in the time of COVID-19 when so many began
working remotely.”

Slaw Canada’s Online Legal Magazine

Reopening the books
“According to Outsell, the legal-practice management
software segment is a strong merger and acquisition
sector, incentivising consolidation; AbacusNext recently
acquired Zola Suite. This, they believe, is partly driven
by pandemic-accelerated adoption of cloud-based
software. Now the focus is thought to be on converting
from second-generation technology (the Cloud) to
advanced automation. ”
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In the News

PracticePanther
National Law Review

4 Time-saving Tips for Lawyers Managing
Clients in a Pandemic
“The legal industry has a long history of overusing
paper and it’s posing serious disruptions in workflow
during the pandemic. Transitioning to a paperless law
firm and utilizing tools like native eSignature take the
guesswork out of finding new addresses or waiting
around for the mail. Your firm can easily send, track,
and safely store sensitive documents right within
PracticePanther.”

Stillwater Current

What to expect from the Market of Legal
Calendaring and Docketing Software and
know the Market scenario 2030?
“Some of the players operating in the legal calendaring
and docketing software market: AbacusNext, Actionstep,
CASEpeer, Needles Case Management Software,
PracticePanther, SmartAdvocate, Smokeball, Inc, Themis
Solutions Inc amongst others.”
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In the News

CosmoLex
Law.com

Law Firm Software: What Is The Best
Software for Managing Your Law Firm
and WHY?
“Cosmolex — It is cloud based and user friendly for
tracking dockets, revenue and expenses”

Legal Talk Network (Podcast)

Document Automation Basics,
with Zack Glaser
“Lawyerist’s Legal Tech Advisor Zack Glaser talks
about all things document automation. Thanks
to CosmoLex, TextExpander, Postali, and ESQ.
Marketing for sponsoring this episode.”

© COPYRIGHT 2021 PUNCH & LEANLAW
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In the News

Litify
Reinventing Professionals Podcast

The Practice Management Pivot
“I spoke with Terry Dohrman, a co-founder and the
Chief Revenue Officer for Litify, the developer of a
practice management software platform. We discussed
how the case management needs of law firms and legal
departments are changing, shifts in the way legal teams
are managing their matters in the pandemic, and the
catalyst for the company’s collaboration with Assure
Disability.”

The Global Legal Post

Litify adds high-profile trio including
former Cravath presiding partner to
advisory board
“Parker, who more recently served as general counsel
at US bank Wells Fargo, said: “I joined the Litify
team because I’m convinced that Litify’s approach to
technology and software will revolutionise the legal
industry. Nearly all organisations that deliver legal
services – including law firms and legal departments –
today employ an array of technology products that each
addresses a discrete need.”

© COPYRIGHT 2021 PUNCH & LEANLAW
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In the News

Centerbase
Mergers & Acquisitions

Mainsail Partners Invests in Centerbase
“With a 100% five-star review rating on the QuickBooks
Online App Store, LeanLaw is quickly becoming a favorite
among accountants and bookkeepers who work with law
firms, as well as law firms themselves.”

Dallas Business Journal

Dallas software CEO gets backing from
California firm in unanticipated move
“With the funding, Centerbase aims to bolster its product
lineup and customer support operations while expanding
its management team. Centerbase offers cloud-based
services for midsized law firms in areas that cover
accounting, billing, timekeeping and reporting. The
start-up now has about 60 people – and is ready for more
growth.”

© COPYRIGHT 2021 PUNCH & LEANLAW
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In the News

LeanLaw
ABA Journal

Legal billing software can ensure
you get paid, even in a pandemic
“There’s LeanLaw, which customizes and integrates with
Quickbooks Online to provide a legal billing platform.
It includes timekeeping, invoicing, LEDES billing and
accounting features. A free trial is available and there
are two pricing tiers. The first is designed for small firms
and costs $35/user/month or $30/user/month if billed
annually. The second tier is for larger firms and includes
advanced reporting and increased control over workflows,
has a minimum requirement of 2 users and costs $50/user/
month or $45/user/month if billed annually.”

Nerd Wallet

Best Law Firm Accounting Software
“With a 100% five-star review rating on the QuickBooks
Online App Store, LeanLaw is quickly becoming a favorite
among accountants and bookkeepers who work with law
firms, as well as law firms themselves.”

CPA Practice Advisor

Premium Apps for QuickBooks Online Advanced
Speed Workflow
“LeanLaw is an industry-specific app that boosts
productivity for law firms and legal businesses. The
LeanLaw integration with QuickBooks Online Advanced
enables firms to track trust accounting, billable hours, and
client reports, among other functions.”
© COPYRIGHT 2021 PUNCH & LEANLAW
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BrandOS Messaging
Recommendations

Current LeanLaw Value Prop:
LeanLaw champions lawyers by reducing overhead
for mid-size law firms so that lawyers can bring justice
for all at a more affordable price.

© COPYRIGHT 2021 PUNCH & LEANLAW
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Brand Idea

The Brand Idea

Value Proposition

The big picture concept that drives
everything that we do

Differentiators
Brand Pillars

We make running a law firm easy and straightforward.
Brand Idea =

Your Unfair Advantage + Immediate Customer Value
+ Vision for the Future

LeanLaw’s Unfair Advantage

LeanLaw’s ImmediateCustomer Value

Core Attributes that together
uniquely distinguish LeanLaw in the
marketplace

Strategic Messaging
that Plays to our Strengths

` Made for Mid-Market Law Firms

We make legal billing easy in all
the ways you want.

` Built for QuickBooks

Legal billing made easy.

` Streamlines Legal Billing

Easy migration

Easy payments

` Frictionless time tracking

Easy invoicing

Easy reporting

` Detailed Custom Reporting

Easy for everyone.

Showing Customers the Future with LeanLaw
Built to make things simple. Designed to make things easy. Made to make things work.

LeanLaw makes legal work.
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LeanLaw’s Vision for the Future

Brand Idea

Brand Pillars

Value Proposition

Brand Pillars

Foundational concepts
that define our work

Simplicity

Accessibility

We make it as simple as possible
for LeanLaw users to get their work
done.

We are browser-based, so that
the firm’s data and insights are
available from anywhere, and can
be updated at any time, using any
internet-connected device.

Transparency
We create visibility and
transparency across the firm
to enable administrators and
attorneys to collaborate seamlessly
and stay compliant without hassle.

Veracity
We create trust in data, so that
everyone is working with the full
picture when it comes to the firm’s
financials.

Expediency
We make it quick for users to get
their work done without wasting
time searching
for what they need.

Extensibility
We deliver value that extends
beyond the product, to seamlessly
connect your firm’s unique
processes and workflows, while
making it more efficient than ever.

Impact
We help law firms become
better and relentlessly search for
innovative, sustainable ways for
firms to show value and grow, no
matter their size or operational
style.
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Differentiators

Product Pillars of Value
Principles that guide how we build
and deliver value
¼ User-focused
Users naturally understand and
confidently navigate LeanLaw to get
their work done with minimal effort

¼ Efficiency-driven
Users get things done quickly with
minimal searching or manual effort.

¼ Freedom & Flexibility
Firms can work better, work differently
and build a thriving practice that operates
on their terms

¼ Configurability
Users should be able to easily customize
their product experience to maximize their
personal productivity

¼ Visibility-first
Firm financials are observable,
visible,understandable and useful to
users at the product-level, not just the
spreadsheet

¼ Controllable
Financials and books are always
up-to-date and stay clean and compliant
at all times

¼ Legal-minded

13 6
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Users quickly get their work done, exactly
as they need to and know the books and
compliance are always square

Core Jobs-to-Be-Done in LeanLaw
Working list based on interviews and independent research
` Attorney timekeeping

` Batch trust payments

` Billing

` Settlement Management

` Origination visibility and tracking

` Expensing

` Issue checks, create journal entries and batch-

` Settlement allocations

apply payments

` Value reports

` Download bank and credit card activity
` Advanced reporting including Origination,
Compensation, Customizable Financial
Statements, WIP and Timekeeper Productivity

¼

Easy billing

¼

Easy reporting

¼

Easy migration

¼

Easy to use

¼

Easy invoicing

¼

Easy to customize

¼

Easy payments

¼

Easy to get what’s needed done
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Promises to the customer surrounding these core jobs:

Core Customer Promise
LeanLaw makes it ridiculously
easy for legal teams to efficiently run
and grow the firm.

Value Proposition
What we do, for whom, why it matters
LeanLaw is the financial operating system built for law firms that
administrators and attorneys use to ensure everything billable is
being captured, money flows through the firm properly and reports
are always run-ready, so firms can operate in a seamless way from

13 8
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anywhere and maximize firm profitability using any practice model.

Mission Statement
We help modern law firms be more efficient,
collaborative and profitable through smarter
financial operations.
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R ATIONALE:
The mission statement should be accurately mapped to what LeanLaw does,
but more importantly, it should be aspirational to serve as a reminder of the bigger picture
calling and impact that the company delivers. At the end of the day, the goal is to
make individual practitioners and their teams more effective at what they do,
while also helping the organization spend wisely on its security stack. This short,
aspirational statement references the what, who, and why succinctly.

Spoken Introduction
Casual Statement
LeanLaw is a legal billing software that makes running a profitable
law firm a straightforward and simple process for everyone involved.

¼

LeanLaw is tailor-made for mid-size law firms who have
small administrative staff

¼

LeanLaw fuses top notch QuickBooks accounting and top notch
legal billing technology into a single solution.

¼

LeanLaw gets firms paid faster and makes life better for everyone at the firm.

¼

LeanLaw makes your firm a well-oiled billing machine and puts
the firm’s financials at your fingertips.

¼

LeanLaw eliminates and automates the recurring problems surrounding
each billing cycle, while providing tons of helpful reports that make it easier
to manage comp and grow your firm.

¼

LeanLaw is software designed so Admins, Attorneys and Accountants
can all do what they need to support and grow the firm financially.

¼

LeanLaw enables firms to communicate value and strengthen customer
relationships with every invoice.

¼

LeanLaw removes billing bottlenecks and gives the firm an entire day
back each month.

¼

LeanLaw is the financial operating system that makes getting the right information,
to the right people, at the right time

¼

LeanLaw is the only Legal “Premium App” available on Intuit Marketplace.

¼

LeanLaw makes QuickBooks work for legal.
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Talking Points

Keywords & Themes
Important concepts to communicate to target personas
` Beliefs for Buyer Buy-in – What customers need to

` Legal software needs to be easily used by Admins,

understand and believe to recognize the value of
LeanLaw

Attorneys and Accountants.
` By uniting bookkeeping, accounting and attorney

` Practicing law is hard but billing for it
can be easy.

time tracking, the duplicative work can stop.
` Reporting can be automated and still be exactly

` Growing your practice and your profits requires a
built-for legal financial operating system

what you need.
` Grab the reports you need, get people the

` LeanLaw captures every last minute the attorneys

information they need and get back your time

spend on cases without slowing
them down.

and sanity.
` When you bill for everything, nothing is left

` Know time tracking is getting properly comped.
` Stay on track, track what matters

on the table.
` Every financial interaction with a client is an
opportunity to show value.

` All the double work doesn’t need to be happening
` Reports can be run and don’t need to be made by

` Easily track, manage and automate every billable
component across cases and expenses.

hand in Excel
` When you can always get what’s needed,

` Get the right information, to the right people,
at the right time.

when it’s needed, the whole firm can do more,
better and faster.

` Law should be practiced.
Billing should be automated.

¼

Legal billing made easy.
For everyone.

¼

Legal billing made easy in all
the ways you want.

¼

Truly simple legal billing

¼

Capture every billable hour –
and bill for it

¼

More productivity = More profitability

¼

Get your time back (and bill for it)

¼

Firm financials, at your fingertips

¼

Communicate value with every invoice

¼

Paid faster, done faster, home faster

¼

Argue cases, not invoices
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Additional themes/one liners

For

Mid-sized law firms with lean operational models, including:
traditional law firms, non-traditional law firms and modern
or innovative law firms

Who Need

To completely capture their firm’s total billable work, connect their
accounting and billing systems, and streamline how they manage their
firm’s financials

And Want

An easy-to-use solution that gets the firm paid faster, eliminates
duplicative work, reduces manual tasks, ensures compliance, and makes it
easy for attorneys to track billable work from anywhere

We Are

A robust and proven financial operating software solution, built to enable
firms, attorneys and administrators to collaborate operationally from
anywhere, work in any way they wish, and grow their practice with every
billing cycle

We Offer

Unified accounting, billing and timekeeping tools and powerful workflow
automation right inside QuickBooks’ best-in-class accounting software
to provide a familiar user experience that’s easily understood and easily
navigable for every user

Unlike

Legacy, on-prem and other outdated solutions that make timekeeping a
drag for the firm’s attorneys, overwhelm with pointless features that slow
users down, and don’t produce the reports the firm needs each month to
get paid and make payments

We Deliver

A flexible financial operating system for performance-driven law firms that
seamlessly captures every minute of billable work as it gets done, makes
invoicing a snap, and makes it easier than ever for the firm to get paid and
run reports each month

Ultimately

LeanLaw is the robust, yet elegantly simple software solution that’s built
for how work really gets done in a law firm, and thoughtfully designed for
the real people who get those jobs done
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Universal Positioning Statement

Boilerplate
LeanLaw is the financial operating system built for mid-sized
law firms, that empowers administrators and attorneys to track,
invoice and report billable time, collaborate efficiently from anywhere
and streamline billing to maximize profitability. Our SaaS platform is
designed exclusively for Quickbooks to create a complete
financial solution for the modern practice.
Learn more at LeanLaw.co.
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R ATIONALE:
The boilerplate is a simple and literal description of the company and intended for the widest
audience. The statement opens with a short definition of the platform, for the reader’s
immediate awareness. Next it indicates for whom the product is designed, allowing readers
to self-identify and understand its purpose. Next, it sets expectations of value and positive
outcomes. Then it follows a short list of the key differentiators that form the “how.” A statement
of opposition distinguishes LeanLaw from competitors. The statement closes with a call to
action, an invitation to learn more, asking something of the reader after piquing their interest.
The boilerplate statement is intended to be copied and used verbatim in press releases, partner
materials, conference descriptions, market reports and other external communications.

LeanLaw Final Recommendations
Immediate Strategic Opportunities for LeanLaw
The most important levers LeanLaw can pull right now
to accelerate growth.

Product

¼

Product: Make it super easy for
customers to run their law firms
using LeanLaw.

¼

Improve existing product UI to improve
productivity and more efficiently meet
the core jobs-to-be-done

¼

Messaging: Customers immediately
understand, believe and value
“life using LeanLaw”.

¼

Simplify the product with role or
view-based settings that enable various
personas to more easily navigate and
complete their tasks

¼

Update the platform aesthetic to reflect
the more innovative and leading edge
thinking behind the brand

¼

Focus product engineering on making
what’s already available absolutely
top-notch

¼

Focus product enhancement
around reporting templates and
data capabilities

Messaging
¼

¼

Update website and brand messaging
to speak to specific personas and only
speak to one persona at a time
Revise website architecture to better
communicate firm and persona value

Customer Feedback
¼

Talk to your customers more about
broad pain points above and beyond
technical support

¼

Provide better ways to manage and
communicate with customers about
feedback, updates and bug fixes
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Strategic Objectives

Conclusion
To date, LeanLaw’s success
has resulted from the ingenuity
of the team, the thoughtful
engineering of the product,
and the quality and level of support
provided to customers.

This report provides guidance on how to amplify
that success by enhancing messaging to more
effectively speak to target audiences, provides
insight into the competitive landscape, and
strategies to elevate the conversation online.
We have intentionally retained some existing
brand messaging that is working well and fits
within the broader competitive landscape. We
have sought to refine and weave it into revised
positioning. The bulk of the effort however
is in creating evidence-based new ideas
and recommendations for communicating
LeanLaw’s core principles and value proposition
to our target personas in ways that drive action.

Ultimately, our desired outcome is that these insights, perspectives
and opportunities will enable LeanLaw to more effectively
communicate the real value that is being delivered to the real people
LeanLaw has all of the attributes to be the market leader in this space, and emerge as the clear
choice for legal teams who need an easy, efficient and flexible way to run and grow their firm.
We appreciate your review of these recommendations, and are grateful
for the opportunity to have explored this process with you.
– THE PUNCH TEAM
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running real mid-size firms and using LeanLaw in real life.
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